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ABSTRACT

The remand of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's long-term

performance standards for radioactive-waste disposal provides an opportunity

to suggest modifications that would make the regulation more defensible and

r move inconsistencies yet retain the basic structure of the original rule.

Proposed modifications are in three specific areas: release and dose limits,

probabilistic containment requirements, and transuranic-waste disposal
criteria. Examination of the modifications includes discussion of the

alternatives, demonstration of methods of development and implementation,

comparison of the characteristics, attributes, and deficiencies of possible

options within each area, and analysis of the implications for performance

assessments. An additional consideration is the impact on the entire

regulation when developing or modifying the individual components of the

radiological standards.
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GLOSSARY

abnormal natural events Low-probability natural events occurring in the

vicinity of a repository that could result in release of radioactive

material. Includes volcanism, earthquakes, climate changes, glaciation,

meteor impacts, etc.

accessible - Capable of inflicting risk because of location, form, quantity,
or concentration.

accessible environment - Defined in the proposed U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) high-level waste standard as, "The atmosphere, land

surfaces, surface waters, oceans and ali the lithosphere that is beyond the

controlled area" [i].

advection - The transport of dissolved material by the motion of a fluid.

aquifer - A water-bearing layer of permeable rock that will yield water in

usable quantities to wells.

attenuation - Reduction of a detrimental potential.

attenuation factor - The factor by which a component or entire disposal

system reduces a dose or risk potential.

barrier - A material object that inhibits or restricts free movement of

either the waste or the populace being protected.

biosphere - Generally includes the earth's surface, the oceans, and the

atmosphere; those zones that contain or support life.

collective dose - The sum of doses to ali the individuals in a specific group

over a given period of time. Also called population dose. The unit is

person-Sv.

component - Any part of the disposal system that can be treated separately

because of function or location and can be analyzed as a unit.

conservative Use of the assumptions, data, analyses, and interpretations

that would lead to overestimations of risk and overly restrictive

regulations.

controlled area (a volume by definition) - Defined in the proposed U.S. EPA

high-level waste standard as, "(i) A surface location, to be defined by

passive institutional controls, that encompasses no more than I00 square

kilometers and extends horizontally no more than five kilometers in any

direction from the outer boundary of the original location of the radioactive
wastes in the disposal system; and (2) the subsurface underlying such a

surface location" [i].
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de minimis risk - Used by regulators to define an acceptable level of risk

that is below regulatory concern. From de minimis non curat lex: the law

does not take notice of very small or trifling matters.

derived standards Requirements placed on the performance of components or

processes in the disposal system, or on the flux or concentration of

radionuclides at locations along pathways from the waste site to humans to

facilitate regulation, control, and monitoring. They are computed from, and

are traceable to, dose or risk standards. Derived standards are only
applicable to the circumstances for which they were calculated.

dilution - Diminishing in strength or concentration by mixing the waste with
large quantities of another substance.

dispersion - The expansion of a moving plume or band of contaminant carried

by a moving fluid in a porous medium. Also, breaking up a concentrated
source and distributing it to different locations.

disposal system - All engineered and natural components that act as pathways

and alter the risk potential between the initial waste location and possible
recipients of detrimental effects.

dose standards - Limits on allowable dose rates to individuals or

populations, lifetime doses to individuals, or time-integrated doses to
populations.

fission product - An/ radioactive or stable nuclide produced by fission,

including both primary fission fragments and their radioactive-decay
products.

fundamental standard - The standard that specifies the allowable detriment to

humans, biota, and the environment from a process or substance. It is

usually stated as a limit on risk or premature deaths and genetic effects.

All requirements relating to radiological protection should be traceable to
the fundamental standard.

groundwater - Water that exists or flows within underground geologic
formations.

hazard - The source of risk or adverse effects.

health effects - Term used by the U.S. EPA to denote fatal cancers and first-

generation genetic effects (leading to early death in individuals) predicted
to occur in population groups exposed to ionizing radiation.

high-level waste - The highly radioactive materials resulting from the

fission process in nuclear reactors. Can include the separated radioactive

residues from chemical reprocessing of spent fuel or the unreprocessed spent
fuel, when the latter is intended for disposal.



human intrusion - Actions of humans in the futuze that result in contact with

radioactive materials placed in a repository. Includes drilling of wells or

sinking of shafts and withdrawal of contaminated water or geologic materials.

linear hypothesis The assumption that health effects are linearly related

to exposure of individuals to low- and mid-dose levels of ionizing radiation.

lithosphere - The outer zone of the solid earth including the crust and upper

part of the mantle.

MTHM - The amount of HLW generated by the burnup of one metric ton of
uranium.

pathway - A route taken by radionuclides in the lithosphere and biosphere

between the initial waste location and the recipient of the detriment.

performance assessment - An analysis that predicts the behavior of a system

or component under a given set of conditions, lt includes estimates of the

effects of uncertainties in events, processes, and data. As used in 40 CFR

191, it is assessing compliance with the containment requirements in Subpart

B (i.e., identifying significant events and processes and computing their

effects, and estimating the cumulative release of radionuclides from the

controlled volume and incorporating them into an overall probability
distribution).

point of compliance - The location, for a given release mode, where

radionuclides enter the biosphere. At this location, multimode cumulative

releases over the time of regulation are calculated for comparison to the
release limits.

population dose - See collective dose.

potential - A measure of the capacity of a risk-related characteristic to

develop into actuality at any time or location in the disposal system. The

characteristic could be activity, exposure, dose, effective dose, or health
effects.

prescriptive standards - Requirements placed on a repository that are

intended to reduce risk but are not traceable through models to the

fundamental or dose standards. Retrievability is an example.

quality assurance As applied to radiologic standards, it is ali the
systematic actions necessary to provide confidence that the requirements will

provide adequate protection to the populace in a cost effective manner.

release mode The way radionuclides are transported from the lithosphere to

specific components of the biosphere resulting in exposure to humans. The

release modes are: atmosphere (gaseous release), land (contaminated solids

deposited on the land sur£ace), well (contaminated groundwater pumped to the

surface), fresh surface waters (extracted contaminated water and aquatic

food), and oceans (contaminated seafood). Each mode may consist of several

pathways.
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repository - A facility, and the associated engineered structures and

equipment, where radioactive wastes are placed for disposal.

resilience - The ability of a disposal system to function satisfactorily with

a component or components operating at less than full efficiency. This can

be accomplished by redundancy or by transfer of the function of the failed

component to following components. This is a system characteristic with

given components [2].

retardation - A process that increases the time required for waste to move

between two locations, allowing more time for the waste to decay.

retardation factor - A measure of the delay of nuclide transport through

geologic media due to sorption on pore surfaces.

risk - Probabilistic exposure to hazards and their severity or consequence;

the expected detriment per unit time. In equation form it is the consequence

of an event, times the probability the event will occur, summed over ali

events associated with the process or substance.

risk assessment - The modeling _...._ _nalyses of conceptual or operating

disposal systems to predict the probabJiistic detriment to humans or biota.

risk factor - Defined by the U.S. EPA as fatal cancers per curie of a

radionuclide released to the environment for a specific release mode.

robustness - The ability to function satisfactorily under adverse conditions.

See resilience and stability.

safe - Without harm or risk. As used in regulations, it is the likelihood of
occurrence of a specific hazard that a social decision maker has set as an

acceptable risk level.

sorption - The binding on a microscopic scale of one substance to another,

such as by adsorption or ion exchange (e.g., the sorption of soluble

radionuclides from the liquid phase onto the solid phase of a geologic

formation or the particulates in a body of water).

spent fuel - Fuel assemblies removed from a nuclear-power reactor after their

useful life, usually 2 to 3 years of operation at power.

stability - The ability of a component to function satisfactorily over a wide

range of environments or with an environmental change. This is a component

characteristic for a given environmental variation and a given function in

the system [2].

stable environment - An environment with negligible changes or fluctuations

of important characteristics during the period of interest.

temporal dispersion - Distributing a relatively high-intensity, short-

duration release of waste over a longer period of time, resulting in lower

transfer rates; pulse spreading.
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transuranlc waste - Radioactive-waste material containing elements with

atomic numbers above 92, in concentrations above and with half-lives greater

than specified values.

water travel time - The average time fo_ water that has contacted wastes in a

repository to move from the repository location through the surrounding

geologic formations to a specified location where the water could be used by
humans.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The present version of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA)

"Environmental Standards for the Management and Disposal of Spent Nuclear

Fuel, High-Level and Transuranic Radioactive Wastes" (40 CFR 191) [I],

promulgated in 1985, was vacated by the U.S. Court of .Appeals for the First

Circuit on July 17, 1987 [3]. The regulation's Subpart B--Environmental

Standards for Disposal--was remanded to the EPA for further consideration.

Only portions of Subpart B were cited specifically, but the remand provi _ ,_

an opportunity to reevaluate the safety and confidence level provided by _he
standards as a whole.

The intent of this report is not to rewrite the radiological standards

or to discuss ali the approaches and options that have been proposed =ince

the 1987 remand. The EPA has indicated that it will retain th_ _asic

structure of the 1985 version of 40 CFR 191 when the standard is

repromulgdted. For that reason, modifications are suggested in three

specific areas within the existing framework of 40 CFR 191 that would make

the regulation more defensible and remove inconsistencies, even though more

extensive changes could produce better regulatory standards. The EPA will

have to make and defend decisions on what to change and how to make the

changes.

Several options for modifying and extending the standards were discussed

in a previous report [4]. Those options were intended to make the standards

more appropriate for the sites now under consideration, relate them more

directly to the actual safety of the repositories, and make them more

defensible. The current report is an expansion of discussions of previously

considered options and a presentation of additional options. The chapters in

this report are discussions of alternatives, demonstrations of methods of

development and implementation, comparisons of the characteristics,

attributes, and deficiencies among the options, and discussions about

possible implications for performance assessment (PA).

Modifications to 40 CFR 191 would be in accordance with the

Supplementary Information for Section 191.17 of the rule, which states that

in developing the disposal standards, the [EPA] has had to make many

assumptions about the characteristics of disposal systems that have

not been built, about plans for disposal that are only now being

formulated, and about the probable adequacy of technical information

that will not be collected for many years. Thus, although the [EPA]

believes that the disposal standards being promulgated ... are

appropriate based upon current knowledge, [the EPA] cannot rule out

l
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the possibility that future information may indicate needs to modify
the standards [I].

Two radioactive waste disposal facilities--the Waste Isolation Pilot

Plant (WIPP) in New Mexico for transuranic (TRU) waste and the Yucca Mountain

Project (YMP) in Nevada for high-level waste (HLW)--have been proposed and

are in various stages of planning and development. A considerable amount of

data has been collected for the two sites, and preliminary performance

assessments based on the EPAes 1985 standards have been performed for both

the WIPP and the YMP. Modifications of the remanded standards have been

proposed based on the preliminary results of the performance evaluations and

on traditional methods of regulating chemical and radiological carcinogens.

New approaches and options have been put forth in response to working drafts

prepared as proposed revisions of the 1985 standards.

The options in this report are analyzed systematically using elements of

quality assurance that

contain clear statements of the problems and how the alternatives

would alleviate the problems,

evaluate attributes and deficiencles of alternatives,

have logic trails that are documented and traceable, with reasons

given for ali decisions,

precisely define ali assumptions used in derivations and the

limitations of the results,

justify ali assumptions, simplifications, and omissions,

present traceable documentation of relevant information, development

sequences, and comparative analyses through referenced papers,

reports, and other media.

Chapter 2 is a general discussion of radioactive-waste repositories and

the hierarchy of regulations that are intended to assure that these

repositories meet safety standards. The generic derived release limits of 40

CFR 191 are described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 is a discussion of approaches

other than the current release limits in 40 CFR 191 that can be used to

obtain more realistic risk assessments and to regulate TRU waste and HLW

repositories. Chapter 5 is a comparison of the present single generic set of

release limits with the four alternatives described in Chapter 4. The

current containment requirements and two options are considered in Chapter 6.

Chapter 7 is a discussion of an option that uses a TRU-waste fundamental

criterion with the present release limits and a comparison of that option to

the concept of using a family of TRU-waste reference units that are equated



to HLW on an allowable risk for a TRU-waste reference repository. Portions

of the evaluations in Chapters 4 through 7 of this report were presented at

workshops of the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in September 1991

and February 19_2 but have been expanded and refined. The concluding chapter

is a summary of the main points of the report and a discussion of important

considerations when developing or modifying radiological standards.





2. TECHNICAL BASES FOR REGULATIONS

This chapter contains a brief discussion of the requirements of a

radioactive-waste repository and how a repository functions to accomplish

these requirements. The hierarchy of regulations that assures repositories

meet the safety requirements and the function of each level of criteria are

then discuss_ _.

2.1 The Repository System

Regulators need to know how a class of repositories (e.g., deep

geological radioactive waste) will function before they can regulate it

effectively. Because of component interactions, it may be necessary to

conduct preliminary or generic assessments of an entire disposal system.

However, this does no___ttimply that predicted repository capabilities should

replace safety requirements as the fundamental criteria for waste disposal.

Input parameters for generic system assessments and analyses for derived

criteria include potential waste composition; waste form; containers;

repository layouts and design; geology; geochemistry; hydrology; gas

permeability; tectonics; natural resources; demography; and distances to

water supplies, oceans, and agricultural centers.

2.1.1 EssentialCharacteristics of a Nuclear-Waste Repository

The top priority for any repository is the ability to meet acceptable

risk limits for individuals, single generations, and/or collective

populations. These risks may occur during handling; transportation;

emplacement; closure; and post-closure undisturbed operation, human

intrusion, and abnormal natural events. In addition to having acceptable

predicted risks, a good repository should be reliable and there should be

high confidence in risk predictions.

Many characteristics of a repository that make it reliable also enhance

confidence in risk predictions. Resilience, which is the ability of a

disposal system to function satisfactorily when parts of the system are

disturbed or do not operate at full predicted efficiency, is one of these

characteristics. Resilience can be obtained by using redundant engineered

barriers or by site selection and system design that transfers the function

of a failed component to the following components in the system. A simple

example of function transfer is that in some formations a canister could fail

shortly after closure with almost no change in risk because the risk



attenuation normally accomplished by the canister, which retards short-lived

radionuclides long enough for significant decay, would be transferred to the

surrounding formation. Resilience is a characteristic of the disposal system

for a given waste composition, site, and repository design. Another dual-

purpose characteristic is the stability of system components. This is the

ability of components to function satisfactorily over a wide range of

expected environments or with an environmental change. Stability also is a

measure of how predicted risks are affected by imprecision in ali parameters

used in performance assessments. This is a component characteristic for a

given environmental variation and a given function in the system. High

resilience and stability make the system less sensitive to changes and

performance assessments less sensitive to the quality of input data.

Examples are given in Reference 2. Robustness is a broader term used to

define the ability to function satisfactorily under adverse conditions.

Confidence in risk prediction is enhanced by a stable environment

surrounding the repository that will have relatively small changes or

fluctuations in important parameters during the time of interest. Other

advantageous site characteristics are a simple uniform geologic structure,

seismic stability, and a lack of abundant mineral resources. The site should

be relatively easy to characterize without jeopardizing its integrity.

Finally_, the cost of the repository must be commensurate with the benefit
gained in risk reduction.

Other characteristics may or may not be beneficial, depending on overall

system requirements, lt is therefore essential tu understand how ali

components interact before finalizing the disposal system and before

promulgating regulations that are more restrictive than risk or dose

criteria. Section 2.2 develops this subject in more detail.

2.1.2 Repository Processes, Pathways, and Release Modes

The risk potential for mined geologic repositories is attenuated by

retardation, dilution, and time and space dispersion of the radionuclides

along the entire length of ali pathways from the source to humans [2]. Since

sites are selected to minimize risk, a large part of the attenuation takes

piace outside the repository boundaries. Radionuclide pathways can include

transport to an aquifer by diffusion or infiltration, advection in the

aquifer, withdrawal from wells or release to surface water, surface-water

flow and circulation, atmospheric transport, and finally to humans via

drinking water, the food chain, inhalation, immersion, and direct exposure.

The magnitude of the attenuation factor (AF) of each component in the waste-

disposal system depends on what is being attenuated (individual dose or



collective dose), the waste inventory (HLW or TRU waste), pathways (distance,

media, and transport mechanism), the time span of interest, and the

performance of ali the components of the disposal system that precede it on

the pathway to humans. Each pathway will attenuate the risk potential by a

different amount. The risk potential of each radionuclide will be attenuated

by a different amount because of factors such as half-life, solubility,

diffusivity, retardation, and concentration factors.

Figure i shows the release modes and the pathways, from the initial

waste location to the release points, for a generic disposal system. Nuclide

transport to an aquifer or to the surface in an undisturbed repository would

be by diffusion or groundwater movement. Human intrusion and abnormal

natural events could result in release to the surface and enhanced transport

to an aquifer. Gaseous wastes could be released to the atmosphere from a

repository located in porous media or as the result of human or natural

disturbances. The water withdrawn from the aquifer by wells can account for

a large part of total water usage and is a significant release mode. For

repositories located near surface water, withdrawal from rivers, lakes, and

oceans and aquatic food consumption also could be significant.

Ocean

Withdrawal_

i " i

AII i _'"',Aquife r
' I

_ _"//_ Repository i

i
i

Exploratory i
Drill Hole

I

Repository
I Boundary

TR1-6341-141-1

Figure I. Schematic of a radioactive-waste disposal system showing possible

release modes and risk-attenuation factors outside the repository.



Risk attenuation for advection in an aquifer pathway outside the

controlled volume (CV) depends on flow rates, retardation, decay rates of the

nuclides, the duration of regulation, and the performance of the components

within the CV [2]. Diffusion rates and dispersion could affect the AF in

some regions. Figure 2 shows typical attenuation factors as a function of

the distance traveled in an aquifer from the CV toward the release point.

Attenuation is greater for short-lived, highly retarded radionuclides at any

given distance. AFs are an inverse function of flow rates. The initial

exponential increase in slope is caused by decay and retardation. If the

distance is long enough, nuclides will not be released before the end of the

regulation period. At that distance the AF for an individual nuclide becomes

infinite, which accounts for the final increase in the slope. Site

characterization is not required beyond the location where ali AFs become

infinite. The retardation of radionuclide transport by sorbing media is

particularly significant relative to the 10,000-year duration of regulation.

Most of the wastes from a well-selected site would not reach the release

points of either the well or river modes in that time. Some computed AFs for

a proposed repository are given in Section 4.2.2.

Increasing
Retardation

Decreasing
Time Half-Life and

Integrated
Activity

Attenuation

Factor

1 -_

0

Distance from Controlled Volume to Release Point

TRI-6341-142-o

Figure 2. Typical time-limited, integrated-activity attenuation factors as a
function of distance traveled in an aquifer.
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2.2 Functions and Hierarchy of Regulations

There can be multiple levels of criteria that regulate the performance

of waste repositories. These criteria should evaluate how well a repository

meets the requirements given in Section 2.1.1. To do this, the standards

can:

I. Control what can be measured or can be predicted with

sufficient certainty. Because of the long lives of some
radionuclides and toxic wastes, and the slow migration from

efficient repositories, few meaningful direct measurements can

be made, so there is a heavy reliance on performance
assessments based on current data and some predictions of
future states.

2. Piace derived and prescriptive requirements on site

characteristics and designs that will foster the essential

repository characteristics. Functional analyses could be

useful in defining what should be enhanced and what should be

avoided. Since risk attenuation is a total system process and

ali possible site and design combinations cannot be foreseen,

care must be taken to prevent these requirements from being too
restrictive.

Table I shows the hierarchy and relationship of seven criteria levels

for one aspect of the YMP repository. Lower levels of criteria cannot be

computed or defined until ali the levels above them are fixed. The top

level, which is the fundamental criterion, specifies the detriment or level

of risk that is acceptable for a specific material or process. This is the

only level that explicitly defines the safety requirements of the repository.

To have any radiologic risk significance, ali other levels must be traceable

to level i. Fundamental criteria can limit risk rates to maximally exposed

individuals or single generations during a specified time interval or at the

time of peak risks. They can also limit collective population risks over a

specified time, or any combination of the above. One of the basic

philosophies for the level of protection is that waste disposal should not

impose any greater risk on future generations than is accepted today. On the

other hand, the standards cannot be so stringent that repositories cannot be

built at reasonable costs. Guidance for setting fundamental criteria is

given by advisory bodies such as the International Commission on Radiological

Protection (ICRP) [5,6].

The second level (dose criteria) defines the dose limits that correspond

to the level i risk limits. Derived criteria (level 3) are computed from

dose criteria using nuclide-transport models. Prescriptive criteria (level

4) are requirements placed on a repository that are intended to reduce risk

but are not derived mathematically from the fundamental criterion. They are



Table i. Criteria Traceability Using the YMP Thermal Design Requirements as
an Example

ml lbl i iii

Criteria Criteria

Level Category Criteria Example

I Fundamental Level of allowable risk to the populace

(U.S. EPA 40 CFR 191)

2 Dose Level of allowable dose (ICRP 60 and

Working Draft 4 of 40 CFR 191)

3 Derived Time-integrated radionuclide flux across

repository boundaries (U.S. EPA 40 CFR
191)

4 Prescriptive Retrieval, containment, and groundwater
travel time (U.S. NRC i0 CFR 60)

5 Functional Dry canister, no spalling, no phase

Requirements change, limit on fuel rod failure, limit

on surface condition change, limit on

rock thermal fracturing, and maintain
human access to drifts

6 Design Temperature limits on canisters, bore-

Requirements holes, drifts, and the formation

7 Secondary Areal power density, repository layout,

Design inventory, ventilation cooling, and

Requirements ventilation drying
li

usually based on the requirements in the 3 higher levels but are neither

necessary nor sufficient to ensure compliance. Functional requirements

(level 5) define how the repository must function to meet the higher-level

criteria, lt is the second step in formal system engineering, following the

functional analysis. Functional analyses for repository designs and site

selections are restricted and partially replaced by criteria levels I through

4. There can be multiple levels of design requirements (levels 6 and 7 in

the example). These are the specifications used in the design of the

repository. If criteria levels lower than dose limits are issued before the

repositories, pathways, and processes are adequately defined, they may put

unrealistic requirements on the system and have adverse effects on the design

and safety of the repository. The lower the level of repository regulation,

the less opportunity there is to optimize the disposal system and to evaluate
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the actual system resilience and component stability. The following chapters

of this report pertain to only the top three criteria levels.

Derived collective release limits are a significant part of the 40 CFR

191 regulatory strategy. The uses and limitations of derived standards are

discussed in more detail to help clarify the evaluations of dose and release-

limit options in this report. Derived standards are requirements placed on

the performance of components or processes in the disposal system, or on the

flux or concentration of radionuclides at locations along pathways from the

waste site to humans. The purpose of derived standards is to facilitate

regulation, control, and monitoring. They must be computed from, and

traceable to, the fundamental criteria that define the acceptable detriment.

They never replace the fundamental or dose criteria and are a measure of risk

only as they relate to the fundamental criteria [7]. Therefore, a single

derived standard that is traceable to a single fundamental criterion will be

site and application specific. Derived standards must only be used for the

circumstances for which they were derived [7]. Therefore, generic derived

standards that are applied to ali sites, ali pathways, or ali release modes

are inherently inaccurate. Multiple generic derived standards are more

accurate than single generic derived standards because they allow the

regulator to select the most appropriate standards and apply them at the most

appropriate locations. Because of these inaccuracies there is a tendency to

make generic derived standards extremely conservative. The level of

conservatism is unknown and nonuniform, which makes the allowable risk

different for each repository and the actual risk margin of safety unknown.

Derived standards can be set at any location in the disposal system,

preferably at a component boundary to expedite analyses. They are computed

by modeling the disposal system from the location of the derived standard to

the locations of the populace at risk. The accuracy of this link depends on

the realism of these models [8]. The PA models only cover the radionuclide

transport from the initial waste location to the location of the derived

standard. The derived standards along with the performance assessments

constitute the risk assessment for the repository. This relationship is

illustrated in Figure 3. Two approaches to risk assessment are shown. One

procedure uses only the fundamental or dose criteria and computes the nuclide

transport sequentially from the source to humans; the other uses derived

release limits computed from the fundamental criteria, followed by PAs that

compute nuclide transport from the source to the location of the release

limits. The accuracy of the risk assessment depends on the accuracy and

realism of all models, regardless of the procedure used. Splitting the risk

assessment into two segments does not reduce the accuracy requirements of

either segment, nor does it reduce the uncertainty. Since the derived
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Figure 3. Alternative procedures for risk assessments.

standard is an integral part of the risk assessment, it should be computed

with the same level of functional quality assurance (QA) that the PA uses to

evaluate the repositories. If the derived standards are to be defensible,

formalized logic should be used, the steps in their development and ali

decisions should be traceable, verified models should accurately represent

pathways and effects, data and assumptions should be realistic for the

application, and assumptions, data, and results should be used consistently.

Component interactions in geologic repositories are complex and should

be carefully considered when defining the type and point of compliance of

derived standards. This problem does not occur with dose standards because

the analyses are conducted sequentially from the waste source to humans. The

complexity, uncertainty, and absence of proven guidelines for radioactive-

waste disposal standards require the development of ali criteria levels for

ali waste categories to be conducted in a systematic manner to assure

consistency and appropriateness.
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3. THE PRESENT RELEASE LIMITS IN 40 CFR 191

This chapter covers the philosophy behind the present single-mode

generic release limits, how they were derived, and some problems that should

be rectified. The EPA standards for radioactive-waste disposal are unique in

several ways [I], and this uniqueness must be taken into account when changes

or extensions are considered. The information in this chapter serves as

background for the discussion of alternatives in Chapter 4 and the evaluation

of ali options in Chapter 5.

A single derived standard that limits time-integrated radionuclide

releases from repository boundaries applies to ali HLW, SF, and TRU-waste

repositories and ali release modes. Variability in the lithosphere and

biosphere surrounding the repositories, the site locations, and repository

designs were not considered in the derivation. The dependence of the

detriment on the release mode was also not considered. Because there is a

large difference in dose attenuation by each disposal system and for each

pathway, the single release limit forces the level of protection to be

different for every site and every mode of release for each site. The

derivation of the release limits omitted one of the most important components

in the disposal system, omitted the three most likely release modes for the

YMP and the WIPP, and was based on two release modes that are highly

improbable for these repositories.

Differences of opinion exist on these and other features of 40 CFR 191.

Review panels [12], advisory boards [13,14], and individual investigators

have recommended numerous modifications to ali versions of the EPA

radioactive-waste standards [1,15,16]. Most of the reviewers recommended

substantial changes in regulation philosophy, format, and stringency, but

there was not complete agreement on what to change or how to change it.

Minor changes have been made that involve models and data, but there have

been no changes to the promulgated standards or to any of the many drafts

that involve the philosophy, methodology, or format of the standards.

Although major changes of the type recommended probably would produce the

most appropriate standards, they may not be practical at this stage of

standards development and could result in challenges, unacceptable delays,

and loss of public confidence. The second obstacle to change is obtaining

agreement on ali aspects of the standards. There is no single solution that

is best for ali situations and meets everyone's values. Whichever approach

is selected, the development of the standards should be consistent and

logical.

The designs of radioactive-waste repositories, performance assessments

to evaluate them, and licensing are ali driven by radiological criteria as

13



much or more than they are by scientific and engineering principles.

Therefore, accuracy and appropriateness of the regulations are essential.

Apparent stringency of a standard alone does not assure safety if the

standards are inaccurate or inappropriate for the application. Inappropriate

standards can greatly increase the cost of a repository while offering

inadequate protection to the populace.

The first step in the critique of the release limits is a review of

development procedures, functions, and characteristics of derived standards.

The development and resulting release limits in 40 CFR 191 are then reviewed

and analyzed. Differences between the requirements and the standards and

their possible causes are discussed. Problems that may be caused by the

present standards are also covered. In subsequent chapters, suggestions are

made for modifying or extending the present standards, but no specific

recommendations are made. Methods of analyses are suggested for the proposed
extensions.

3.1 Derivation of the Release Limits

The background documents [17,18,19,20] for 40 CFR 191 were reviewed to

trace the development of the 10,O00-year, time-integrated release limits that

apply to any surface of the repository CV. The generic models used by the

EPA [13,14] considered four general modes of radionuclide releases to the

environment: direct releases to a river, to an ocean, to a land surface, and

from a volcanic or meteoritic interaction with a waste repository. The

purpose of the EPA analyses was to compute the number of premature cancer

deaths per curie (risk factors) of each radionuclide released to the

biosphere via the various release modes. The geologic formations and

resulting dose attenuation between the repository and the release locations

were not included in any of the computations, lt was assumed that ali

radionuclides leaving any surface of any repository boundary are

instantaneously deposited in the river or ocean, or on the land surface.

This is an extremely conservative simplification because a large part of the

risk attenuation takes piace outside the repository.

Ali consequences were assumed to be independent of release rates and

times of release. The models were based on world-average values and

contained many predictive assumptions. Except for the world popu]ation,

which was assumed to be a constant I0I0, the values of ali parameters were

the current world average. The following is a list of some parameters used

in the analyses with values that are very likely to change over time or are

not presently well defined:

World population,

Total flow rates of all rivers,
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The amount of river water drunk by humans,

Freshwater fish consumption,

Fraction of river water used for irrigation,

Land area irrigated,

Consumption of irrigated crops, milk, and meat,

Number of people fed per unit area of irrigated land,

Saltwater fish and shellfish consumption,

Resuspensio_ factors,

Household shielding and occupancy factor,

Uptake factors,

Whole-body, effective-dose equivalents,

Health-effect conversion factors.

The release-mode biosphere model for rivers included ingestion of

drinking water, freshwater fish, food crops, milk, and beef; inhalation of

resuspended material; and external exposure to ground contamination and air

submersions. No other pathways and no sorption or sedimentation in the

rivers were included in the river model. The derivation only accounted for

the approximately 60% of water use that comes from surface water.

Contaminated well water was omitted. Considering the uncertainties in the

data, the model simplifications, and the variability with site location, the

biosphere model for the river-release mode could be either conservative or

nonconservative.

The same source term was used for both the river and ocean models. That

is, ali radionuclides leaving the CV of the repository were assumed to enter

both the river and the ocean instantaneously. There are several serious

problems with the ocean model. The model represents ali ocean waters with

only two layered compartments (elements). lt assumes that ali releases

instantaneously mix in the top compartment. The model contains no ocean

circulation, and only vertical nuclide transport is allowed between the two

compartments. The coastal shelves, where rivers enter the ocean and aquatic

food is concentrated, are not represented in the model. A draft report for

the Subseabed Disposal Project showed that radioactive waste released to a

shelf region would result in 10,000-year population doses that are about i00

times higher than those predicted by a model without shelf compartments

(Interim Radiological Safety Standards and Evaluation Procedure for Subseabed

High-Level Waste Disposal, SAND88-1700, by R.D. Klett, Sandia National

Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM; see also References 21 and 22). There are

much better ocean models available than the one used in the EPA analysis

[22,23]. Ingestion of fish and shellfish was the only pathway to humans that

was considered in the EPA model. The draft report and references 21 and 22

showed that these are not the only significant pathways when radionuclides

enter the shelf as they would from a river. Harvest limits of the ocean
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fisheries would affect maximum population-dose rates but were not included in

the analyses.

The draft report for the Subseabed Disposal Project showed that dose

_tes are proportional to release rates only when the radionuclides have a

short residence time, such as in rivers or on ocean shelves. In ocean waters

beyond the shelves and in the atmosphere, dose rates are proportional to the

accumulated inventory (the time- integrated release rate minus decay,

scavenging, and removal) or concentration. The peak accumulation occurs long

after the time of peak release rates. Therefore, doses from the deep ocean

are very sensitive to when the radionuclides enter the ocean. The only

reliable derived metric to represent doses from deep oceans was found to be

the accumulated inventory, not the time-integrated release. The present EPA

model assumes exponentially decreasing release rates to the oceans, whereas

any releases to the ocean during the period of regulation would start late

and gradually increase. Considering ali the omissions, simplifications, and

predictive assumptions, the ocean model is probably nonconservative.

The biosphere model for land surfaces represents waste brought to the

surface by inadvertent human intrusion. These releases were assumed to be

small and of short duration. Pathways to humans include food crop, milk, and

beef ingestion; inhalation of resuspended material; and external exposure

from ground and air contamination. This is a realistic model because

instantaneous release is appropriate, fewer assumptions are required, and it

is less dependent on predicted data values.

Carbon-14 was treated as a separate case, and a single risk factor was

used for ali release modes, lt was assumed that ali C-14 is released to the

atmosphere as carbon dioxide. A good global-circulation model [24] was used

to compute the atmospheric C-14 risk factors.

The risk factors for each release mode apply uniformly to all

repositories and ali release modes. If release limits based on each of these

risk factors had been applied at the release locations, PA could have

selected the appropriate release mode for each pathway and included the

entire lithospheric pathway in the analyses. However, the derivation was

carried one step further, which caused nonuniform levels of protection,

several inconsistencies, and the omission of an important component of the

disposal system.

In the derivation of the release limits, the EPA chose to base the

values on only surface-water releases, which is the combination of the river-

and ocean-release modes. Risk factors for the other modes that had been

computed [18] were not used. The release limits were derived by dividing the

number of acceptable premature deaths from I000 MTHM of waste for I0,000
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years (I0) by the risk factors (premature deaths per curie) for each

radionuclide. The limits are applied to releases from ali surfaces of the CV

rather than to the locations for which they were computed. They are also

used for ali repository locations and ali pathways.

The variabilities and uncertainties found in risk assessments also apply

to derived standards. The single-valued release limits in Table i of 40 CFR

191 are actually distributions that span from five to over nine orders of

magnitude, depending on the radionuclide [17,19,25,26]. The Envirosphere

Company performed a combined variability and uncertainty analysis on the

river-release model that was used to derive the release limits [25,26].

Probability distributions were assigned to 12 of the input parameters, and

stochastic analyses were conducted for each radionuclide. Uncertainties in

process assumptions and varying expert opinion on probability distributions

were not included in this study. Figure 4 is a typical predicted probability

distribution of population risk per curie released to the generic river.

Also shown is the risk factor that corresponds to the EPA release limit.

Most release-limit equivalents for the 13 radionuclides that were analyzed

are above the medians of the risk-factor distributions. In the Envirosphere

analysis, 904 confidence intervals for release limits span an average of

about four orders of magnitude, showing that the use of derived standards

does not reduce the total uncertainty in risk assessments. Reference 25

concluded that identifying specific repositories would considerably reduce
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Figure 4. Probability distribution of the population risks per curie of Am-

243 released to a generic river.
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many key uncertainties. This illustrates one of the disadvantages of single

generic release limits. Another disadvantage of ali generic release limits

is that information about the variability and uncertainty in the biosphere

pathways is lost because single averaged values are used in the release
tables.

The derived release limits in Table I of Reference I specify the amount

of each radionuclide that can be released from the CV during the regulation

period if that is the only radionuclide in the inventory. For the actual

waste inventories, a summed normalized release (R) is used. The ratios of

total release of each radionuclide (Qi) to the release limit for that nuclide

(RLi), summed over ali radionuclides, must be less than one (Equation I):

Qa/RL a + Qb/RL b + . . . + Qn/RLn < i. (i)

3.2 Problems with the Pr._sentRelease Limits

There are several inconsistencies and discrepancies between the

derivation and application of the 40 CFR 191 release limits, and the

reasoning for some decisions is obscure. Most of the assumptions and

limitations of the risk-factor computations were clearly stated in Reference

19, but the results were not used accordingly. The following are the major

features of the present release limits and their derivation that do not meet

the requirements for derived standards, or are internally inconsistent:

i. One of the most important parts of the disposal system was left

out of the release-limit derivation. The assumption that ali

radionuclides except C-14 that exit through any surface of the

CV of any repository instantaneously enter both a generic river

and the ocean is not realistic. This assumption ignores ali

forms of risk attenuation outside the repository boundary.

2. The release limits were not applied to the same circumstance

for which they were derived. The generic model used in the

derivation cannot represent specific disposal systems. The two

systems currently being considered, the WIPP and the YMP, have

very dissimilar lithologies, hydrologies, inventories,

distances to release locations, pathways to humans, and system

attenuation factors. The only nongaseous release modes
considered in the release-limit derivation were rivers and

oceans, lt is unlikely that any waste from either repository

would reach any surface water in I0,000 years. The only
plausible nongaseous release modes are withdrawal wells, which

were not included in the derivation, and release to the land

surface, which was computed but not used. The atmospheric

release mode was used for the gaseous C-14 release-limit
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derivation. The inappropriateness of the release modes used in

the generic release-limit derivation is illustrated in Figure
5.

3. Reference 27 requires that the regulatory process must "consist

of establishing generally applicable environmental standards
for the protection of the general environment." The EPA

interprets this to mean that requirements may not be site

specific [28]. Environmental standards are level I criteria,
which means that the fundamental criterion for HLW/SF of no

more than i0 premature deaths from I000 MT}LM of waste in i0,000

years cannot be site specific. Presently a single derived

standard that only limits radionuclide releases from repository

boundaries applies to ali repositories. Since there is a large

difference in the dose attenuation of each repository system

and each mode of release, the single generic release limit

forces the fundamental criterion (population safety) to be

different for every site and for every mode of release at each
site.

4. The degree of conservatism in the derivation is unknown. Some

simplifications, predictions, and assumptions were conservative

and some nonconservative. Even when the assumptions and

omissions are definitely conservative, the level of
" conservatism is far from uniform for ali repositories and ali

release modes. The standard is probably unrealistically

conservative for ali applications, but the confidence level of
this conclusion is low.

lt may be that the release limits in 40 CFR 191 were promulgated before

sufficient information was available on repository designs, waste forms, site

locations, and site properties. Fundamental safety criteria should remain

Modes that are the Basis for
Probable Modes for the YMP the Release Limit Table

(Ali Nuclides except C-14)

Gaseous Release
Human Intrusion Water

to the Atmosphere or Natural Withdrawal Rivers Oceans
through Porous Disturbances Wells

Formations

Probable Modes for the WIPP

TRI-6342-1839-0

Figure 5. Possible release modes from radioactive-waste repositories.
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fixed, but derived standards should reflect the chsracteristics of the waste-

disposal system. If derived standards are set before this can be

accomplished, provisions should be made to update them if there are

significant changes in repository configurations, data, or process

definitions, or if new information shows that they are inappropriate for a

specific application.
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4. ALTERNATIVES TO THE PRESENT RELEASE LIMITS

Fundamental and dose standards are the only criteria levels that

accurately limit risk for ali repositories and ali pathways [4,29]. Derived

standards are requirements placed on the performance of components or

processes in the disposal system, or on the flux or concentration of

radionuclides at locations along pathways from the waste site to humans.

Because derived standards require modeling of specific pathways and

processes, using specific data, the ICRP cautions that they must only be used

for the circumstances for which they were derived [5]. Therefore, generic

derived standards that apply to ali repositories and ali pathways, such as

the present release limits in 40 CFR 191, are inherently inaccurate and the

more generic they are, the more inaccurate they are. Ali assumptions and

simplifications in generic derivations must be conservative to assure

adequate protection for ali applications. The compounding of conservatism

resulting from generic derivations can lead to excessive repository costs or

exclude some repositories that have acceptable risk levels. In ali cases the

degree of conservatism is unknown and is not uniform for ali applications.

In addition, generic derived standards applied close to the repository force

the level of protection to change for each repository and each pathway.

The present release-limit table in 40 CFR 191 [I] is an example of a

single generic derived standard. Only one release-limit table is used for

ali release modes, and it is based on simultaneous release to ali the world's

rivers and oceans. Cumulative releases are evaluated at the boundary of the

repository instead of at actual locations of release (Figure i). Because the

limits are based on releases to surface waters and the only release modes

expected for the WIPP and the YMP are atmospheric, land surface, and well

withdrawal, this single generic derived standard is not being applied to the

circumstances for which it was derived. This distinction is illustrated in

Figure 5. By applying the standard at the repository boundary instead of at

the actual release locations, one of the most important components of the

disposal system, risk attenuation between the boundary and the release

locations, is left out of the risk assessment. Examples of the magnitude of

geologic risk attenuation outside the repository boundary are given later in

this chapter. In addition, the risk-limit derivation was based on world-

average parameters, which could cause inaccurate risk evaluations unless

corrections for local conditions are made during PAs. These difficulties are

to be expected with a single generic derived standard.

At least four approaches can be taken to obtain more realistic risk

assessments and regulation of HLW and TRU-waste repositories than with the

present release limits. Two approaches would retain the derived release-
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limit format. The other two would use the higher-level, more precise dose

limits as either the primary criterion or an option to release limits.

4.1 Site-and-Pathway-Specific Release Limits

One alternate approach that uses release limits is an extension of the

present derivations. More is known about release modes and pathways than

when the present release limits were computed, and better data and models are

available. Two very different candidate sites have been selected, and site-

specific definitions of the disposal systems between the repository and the

release locations can now be made. Although site-specific parameters

probably will change more with time than world-average parameters, site-

specific analyses do not have the initial bias that world-average analyses

do. More complete and appropriate release limits applied at the surfaces of

the CV could be computed for each site using the same basic methodology that

the EPA used in the original derivation.

The first step for each site would be to define the possible pathways

and release modes. The generic release modes illustrated in Figure 5 apply

to both sites. For the YMP, C-14 gas could escape through the unsaturated

tuff. Other radionuclides could be brought to the land surface by human

intrusion or abnormal natural events. Unsaturated flow could eventually

transport radionuclides to the underlying aquifer, which would carry them off

site. The most likely release mode for this pathway would be withdrawal

wells. For the WIPP, human intrusion could bring radionuclides to the land

surface, and drilling into the repository could enhance tra:_port to the

overlying aquifer. Diffusion and advection would eventually transport

radionuclides to the aquifer, where they would be carried off site. The most

likely release mode from the aquifer would be withdrawal wells, lt is very

unlikely that either repository would release any radionuclides to surface

water in I0,000 years. Atmospheric, land surface, and well withdrawal are

the only probable release modes for these two sites, but the river and ocean

modes should be included unless they can be conclusively shown to be

insignificant. Methods of updating the risk factors, computing the

attenuation in the formations outside the CV, and allocating releases for

each mode are suggested in Reference 4.

Release tables would be computed using the EPA method described in

Reference 17. The maximum number of fatalities allowed by the fundamental

criterion would be divided by the fatal cancers per curie for each site and

each significantly different pathway. Upward movement of gas, radionuclide

movement to the land surface caused by human intrusion, and radionuclide

transport through an aquifer and subsequent withdrawal by a well would be the
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only pathways for release from the controlled volume, resulting in a maximum

of three release tables for each repository. The summed normalized release

limit would include the release fractions for each nuclide for each release

pathway (up to three release fractions for each nuclide):

QG, a/RLG, a + QG,b/RLG,b + • • + QL, a/RLL, a + QL,b/RLL,b +

• + QA,a/RLA,a + QA,b/RLA,b + • • • + QA,n/RLA,n < i. (2)

Q is the computed 10,O00-year release of a radionuclide from the controlled

volume, and RL is the release limit for that nuclide. The subscripts G, L,

and A refer to the gas, land-surface, and aquifer pathways, respectively, and

the subscripts a, b, ., n refer to the individual radionuclides listed in

the tables•

This approach would use the appropriate release mode for each pathway

and include ali pathways and ali components for the repositories covered in

the derivation• lt also would assure uniform safety requirements. The

negative aspects of this approach are that the requirements would be site

specific, would not cover future repositories, and would require additional

site characterization and considerable time and effort to develop.

4.2 Multimode Generic Release Limits

4.2.1 Description

The other alternate approach that uses release limits would set release

limits at the predicted locations of release (points of compliance) to the

biosphere for each release mode. This is a significant change because the

present single set of release limits is based on only surface-water releases

and is applied at the surfaces of the controlled zone, which are the actual

release locations of only the land and atmospheric release modes. The

multimode approach is analogous to risk assessments that use risk or dose

criteria. These assessments require ali predicted pathways and release modes

from the initial location of the waste to humans to be in the analysis. Dose

and risk analyses do not stop at an imaginary boundary around the repository

but include ali geologic risk attenuation from the repository to the

predicted points of release to the biosphere.

Multimode standards would apply uniformly to ali repositories and ali

pathways. Ali major components in the disposal system would be included in

risk assessments. EPA generic analyses from the release locations to humans

would ensure uniform modeling of the biosphere for ali applications (dashed
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lines in Figure 6). A five-column release table would be required to cover

ali possible release modes for generic repositories. PA would be able to

select the appropriate release mode for each pathway and include ali disposal

system components in the assessment. This is similar to the present

approach, a_d most of the derivations of risk factors have already been

completed [17,19]. Release limits would still be computed by dividing the

fundamental criterion by the risk factor for each radionuclide. Besides

eliminating inconsistencies and omissions, this approach would not be site

specific and would allow the fundamental standard to remain constant for ali

repositories and ali pathways.

Multimode release limits would not alter land-withdrawal or marker

requirements. The point of compliance is part of the analytical PA modeling

simulation and is not a controlled parameter. Geologic transport of

radionuclides in the "controlled zone" is not controlled any more than it is

in the "accessible environment." Accessibility changes continuously from the

original waste location to the location where the dose is received by humans.

The disposal system does not stop at a manmade boundary but includes ali

components from the original waste location to the recipients of risk.

Withdrawing additional land would not alter actual release locations, nor

would it change the risk caused by any releases.

Using actual release locations as the points of compliance would not

require more markers. The purpose of markers is to prevent inadvertent

intrusion into the repository proper, which could result in some of the

packaged waste being brought to the surface or enhanced transport of the

waste to an aquifer. Markers are not intended to keep people from using

contaminated groundwater or surface water, eating contaminated crops, meat,

or fish, or breathing contaminated air caused by undisturbed releases to the

biosphere. Even with the present single generic release limit, the location

of the markers does not have to coincide with the location of compliance.

The following sections describe methods used in developing a five-column

table of release limits, adjustments for repository locations, methods for

combining releases from ali modes into a single summed normalized release,

geologic risk attenuation outside the repository, and suggestions for PAs.

These multimode release limits would still be generic derived standards and

consequently would contain some generalizations that may not apply to

specific repositories, but the generalizations would be limited to the

processes between the release locations and humans.
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Figure 6. Multimode release limits in the risk-assessment process.

4.2.2 Derivation and Implementation of Multimode Release Limits

4.2.2.1 DERIVATION METHODS

The derivation of the present single generic table of release limits

assumes that ali the fresh water that is used comes from the world's rivers.

Multimode release tables would separate fresh water into the actual sources,

surface water and groundwater. Ali other uses remain the same as in the

present derivation [18, 19].

The EPA used world-average parameters to compute risk factors included

in the present standards [19]. This approach is compatible with fundamental

criteria for collective risk and can be used with multimode derivations. The

pathways to humans include ingestion of drinking water, freshwater fish, food

crops, milk, and beef; inhalation of resuspended material; and external

exposure to ground contamination and air submersion. In order to be

consistent with previous EPA usage, "river" includes ali sources of fresh

surface water.
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Several generalizations and assumptions are common to both the EPA

derivation of river-release limits [19] and the derivation of well-release

limits presented in this report. They are:

i. The ratio (local consumption of water and food)/(local water

flow rates) equals the ratio (world consumption)/(world water

flow rates).

2. The ratio (local population at risk)/(local contaminated water
flow rates) equals the ratio (world population)/(world water

flow rates).

Ali risk-factor pathway equations for river- and well-release modes are of

the form:

I

D'i = __ • /(individual use rates and conversion factors) (3)

F
where

D'i = dose rate to individuals (rem/person-yr)

Q' = release rate of radionuclide to the environment (Ci/yr)

F = river or groundwater flow rate (km3/yr).

Multiplying by population (P) and integrating over time produces the

final form of the risk-factor equations:

Dp P

= _ • /(individual use rates and conversion factors) (4)

Q F

where

Dp = population dose (rem)

Q = total release of radionuclide to the environment (Ci).

Except for the fish-consumption pathway, which applies to only the river

mode, ali biosphere pathway equations are the same for the river- and well-

release modes. The only differences in the risk factors are caused by the

radionuclide concentrations in the water (Q'/F). With the assumptions used

in Reference 19, the concentration is a linear function of total world

volumetric flow rates. The total volumetric flow rates for both modes are

computed by dividing the volumes of each part of the hydrosphere by their

exchange activities. This information is available in a United Nations

Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) report for ali

the major hydrosphere divisions [31] and is summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. World Hydrosphere Activities [Reference 31]

i

Part of Volume Exchange Volumetric

Hydrosphere (km3) Activity (yrs) Flow (km3/yr)

Rivers 1.2E+03 3.2E-02 3.8E+04

Lakes 2.3E+05 1.0E+01 2.3E+04

Active Groundwater 4.0E+06 3.3E+02 1.2E+04

Total Groundwater 6.0E+07 5.0E+03 1.2E+04

World Oceans 1.4E+09 3.0E+03 4.6E+05

Therefore, the risk factors for each biosphere pathway for the well mode will

be the river-mode values times the river flow divided by the groundwater flow

in Table 2.

The derivation of the release limits for both the river- and well-

release modes assumed that each one is the only source of fresh water for ali

uses. The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) publishes estimates of water sources

and uses at 5-year intervals. Table 3 gives the 1985 percentages of water

used for irrigation, livestock, and human drinking water that came from

groundwater and surface water. Values are given for the Rio Grande Region

(WIPP), the Great Basin (YMP), and the United States. This table could be

used to allocate water use to the weil- and river-release modes, so the total

of the two sources will equal I00% of the water used. Some average source

fraction could be stated in the standards, or regulators or PA could select

the percentages appropriate for each repository region

Table 3. Freshwater Sources in 1985 [Reference 31]

Percentage

Region Groundwater Surface Water

Rio Grande Region 28 72
Great Basin 19 81

United States 36 64
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Generic or world-average parameter values are used to compute multimode

release limits, just as they were in the derivation of the present standards.

Therefore they may not represent the actual radionuclide pathways or risk of

specific repository locations. There are several site adjustment factors

(SAFs) that could be applied to release limits for specific repositories to

compensate for these generalizations that could either increase o_ decrease

the release limits. Generic SAFs could be defined in the standards that

would apply to ali sites, or the selection of site-specific adjustment

factors could be left to the implementing agency for each repository.

Generic SAFs have the advantage of consistent use for ali repositories, and

an equitable selection of SAFs that increase and decrease the release limits

would be predefined. The disadvantages of generic adjustment factors are

that they may overcorrect or undercorrect at any given site. The advantage

of develop_ .g SAFs for each repository is that local conditions such as

repository location relative to rivers, oceans, agriculture, and populations

at the time of assessment can be defined more precisely. The disa_antage is

the potential for nonuniformity in the selection of SAFs and the potential

for an unreasonable number of SAFs.

Either option should produce more accurate predictions of actual risk

than generic analyses with no site adjustments. The magnitude of the net

adjustment would depend on site characteristics and may be ins_gnificant for

some repositories. Generic SAFs for two of the most obvious cases are

suggested for the river- and well-release modes in their respective sections.

The alternative to SAFs for repositories that ear,rot be a_equate_v assessed

with generic release limits is the use of collective-dose limits, which do

not require adjustments but require additional _ite characterization and PA.

4.2.2.2 RIVER-RELEASE MODE

Except for possible updating of the release limits for the river mode

with more recent data and removing ocean releases, which would be a separate

re].ease mode, this derivation is complete. The world-average radionuclide

concentration in river waters was an independent variable in the risk-factor

equations for ali pathways [19]. lt was evaluated by dividing the reference

release of each nuclide (i curie) by the total volumetric flow rate of ali

rivers (3 x 104 km3/yr was used in the EPA derivation). For the assumption

that there is a uniform concentration of radionuclides i,l ali fresh surface

water, this is a slightly conservative value. Except for freshwater fish

consumption, which would be totally in the river mode, the risk factors for

the river pathway would be weighted by the water-source fractions in Table 3.
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The following is an example of one of the generic SAFs that could be

applied to river-mode release limits. The derivation of the risk factors for

the river-release mode, using world-average parameters, assumes that the

entire drainage system of ali rivers is contaminated with the released

radionuclides regardless of the repository location [17]. Figure 7 shows

that, in reality, only the downstream section of the tributary that is fed by

groundwater passing the repository is contaminated. Assuming that use is

proportional to availability, the same as in the release-limit derivations,

the ratio of the actual available contaminated water to the total available

water in the drainage system can be approximated by dividing the sum of the

products of contaminated tributary lengths and flow rates by equivalent sums

of ali tributaries:

n

E (Lc(i) • FC(i))
i-I

SAFR = (5)

n m

E (Lc(i) • FC(i )) + _ (Lu(j) • FU(j))

i--! j=l

GroundwaterFlow- -- - GroundwaterFlow

Ocean

TRIf-6342-2-O

Figure 7. Generic river basin for the river-release mode. . .
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SAF R is the site adjustment factor used to correct the risk factors for the

river - release mode, L is the length of the river segments, and F is the

volumetric flow rate of that segment. The subscripts C and U refer to

contaminated and uncontaminated segments, respectively. If the correction is

applied directly to the release limits rather than to the risk factors, the

reciprocal of the SAFR is used. This definition of water availability would

be compatible with the present derivation.

AFs for nuclide transport in aquifers depend on flow rates, diffusion,

dispersion, retardation, decay rates of the nuclides, the duration of

regulation, and the performance of ali preceding repository components [2].

Some examples of geologic risk attenuation between a repository and a river

are given later in this section. The AFs for the river-release mode would be

an extension of the present assessments inside the CV.

4.2.2.3 WELL-RELEASE MODE

Pathways in the biosphere for the well-release mode would be the same as

those for the river mode except for fish consumption. The radionuclide

concentrations in groundwater used to compute risk factors for the well mode

must be based on world averages, the same as the river mode, if the standards

are to be consistent. The risk factors for well releases would be weighted
by the water-source fraction in Table 3.

The development of the well-release limits is parallel to that of the

current river-release limits. Both are based on world populations and flow

rates. Neither depend on the actual size of the aquifer or river basin or

the water velocities because of the linear hypotheses and the use of

collective population doses in the criteria. In base-case PAs, the rivers

are assumed to be at their present location, and the groundwater plume is

computed based on present hydrology. Withdrawal wells can distort the

contaminated groundwater plume by drawing uncontaminated waters into the

plume, as illustrated by Well i in Figure 8, or by enlarging the plume (Well

2). Over the lO,000-year regulation period, these effects should tend to

cancel. The river- and well-release limits share the same simplifications

and assumptions, and have the same deficiencies and attributes.

The present derivation of the river risk factors used a volumetric flow

rate of 3 x 104 km3/yr. The flow rates for groundwater are a factor of 2.5

lower (Table 2), which means the radionuclide concentrations in groundwater

are a factor of 2.5 higher. Because the risk factors in the EPA derivations

[19] are linear functions of concentration, the risk factors for the two
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Figure 8. Deformation of a contaminated groundwater plume caused by
withdrawal wells.

modes would scale with concentration. The ratio of release limits for the

well-release mode to those for the river mode would range from 0.400 for Zr-

93 to 0.803 for Cs-137. This variation is caused by fish consumption in the

river mode.

This derivation of the limits for the well-release mode using world-

average parameters assumes ali groundwater from the recharge area to the

locations where it enters surface waters is contaminated. This is similar to

the river derivation problem. Figure 9 shows that, in reality, wells

upgradient of the repository do not produce contaminated water. In addition,

during the 10,000-year regulation period, the contaminated plume may not

reach the discharge location, and some uncontaminated water also would be

withdrawn downgradient from the repository. With the assumption that

groundwater withdrawal is proportional to its residence time in each region,

the ratio of contaminated to total available water can be approximated by

dating the water at the repository (Al) , at the point that the radionuclides

are expected to reach in i0,000 years (A2), and at the location where

groundwater is discharged to a river (A3) , as shown in Figure 9. A generic

site adjustment factor (SAFw) can then be approximated by dividing the

difference in the ages of the water at the farthest point of projected
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Figure 9. Generic groundwater diagram for the well-release mode.

radionuclide migration in I0,000 years (A2) and at the repository (AI) by the

age of the water at the point of discharge to the river (A3):

A2 - AI

SAFw= (6)
A3

However, if the contaminated plume is projected to reach a river within

I0,000 years, the SAFW can be approximated by the following formula:

A 3 - A1

SAFw = (7)

A3

The risk factors could be corrected bY these ratios. If the correction is

applied directly to the release limits rather than to the risk factors, the

reciprocal of the SAFW is used.
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Computations of attenuation factors would be similar to those for the

river-release mode. Over a lO,000-year period, withdrawal wells could be

located anywhere in the contaminated plume. Therefore, assuming uniform

withdrawal in the plume for the entire time is reasonable. This is in

contrast to the single fixed distance for the river-release mode.

4.2.2.4 OCEAN-RELEASE MODE

Ocean risk factors in References 17 and 19 were compared with those

computed with the MARINRAD [32] computer program and deep ocean and shelf

models for the Subseabed Disposal Project [22,23]. The comparison showed

that the ocean risk factors used to derive the present release limits were up

to a factor of i00 too low [4]. This difference was confirmed by a

preliminary study of ocean risk factors that are defined in a letter from

R.D. Klett (Sandia National Laboratories [SNL]) to D. Ensminger (The

Analytical Sciences Corporation [TASC]), "Ocean Model for Release Limit

Derivation," dated October 22, 1991. The preliminary study was conducted by

TASC, and the results were given in a letter from So Oston (TASC) to R.

Williams (EPRI), "Ocean Pathway Modeling," dated December I0, 1991. A

thorough study of the ocean mode should be conducted with a program such as

MARINRAD and more detailed coupled shelf and deep-ocean models.

No correction factors for repository location are required for the ocean

mode. With the conservative assumptions of no risk attenuation in the rivers

and the return of ali irrigation water to the rivers, the same geologic AFs

could be used for the river- and ocean-release modes for each repository.

4.2.2.5 LAND-RELEASE MODE

Changing the method of computing risk factors for the land mode is not

necessary, but the risk factors could be updated using the latest data. No

corrections for repository location and no computations of risk attenuation

are required for the land-release mode.

4.2.2.6 ATMOSPHERIC-RELEASE MODE

The method of computing C-14 risk factors for release to the atmosphere

is consistent with the other derivations in Reference 19. Updating the

analysis with a later version of the global-circulation model would only

increase the release limit by a factor of 1.4. For completeness, a value for

1-129 [33] has been added. No corrections for repository location and no

additional computations of attenuation are required for atmospheric releases.
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One alternative to the present atmospheric collective release limit

would be to base the release limit on the Clean Air Act [34] and the

corresponding regulations promulgated by the EPA [35]. However, 40 CFR 61,

Subpart i states that it does not apply to facilities regulated by 40 CFR

191, Subpart B. Alternative approaches might be to develop an entirely

different method for determining cumulative atmospheric releases, or to

remove atmospheric releases from the table for multimode release limits and

consider atmospheric releases separately. Removal of one of the release-

limit columns would make it necessary to modify the containment requirements

for collective releases. The present containment requirements were set to

regulate an entire disposal system, containing ali radionuclides, including

ali pathways, release modes, events, and scenarios. These same requirements

cannot be used if a potentially significant release mechanism or radionuclide

is removed from the collective-release complementary cumulative distribution

function (CCDF).

4.2.2.7 RISK FACTORS

This section presents tables of risk factors, the premature fatal

cancers for each curie of the various radionuclides that may be released to

the accessible environment for each release mode. These risk factors are

used to develop the radionuclide-release limits in Table i of 40 CFR Part

191. Risk factors in cancers per curie are shown in Table 4a, and the risk

factors in cancers per TBq are shown in Table 4b. Source weighting factors

for the weil- and river-release modes have not been applied to the values in

Tables 4a and 4b. These values would only apply if 100P of fresh water came

from either wells or from surface water.

4.2.2.8 DEVELOPMENT OF RELEASE LIMITS FOR 40 CFR PART 191

The analyses described in this chapter could be used to develop

radionuclide-release limits that correspond to the level of protection chosen

for the containment requirements of 40 CFR Part 191 (Section 191.13). These

computations would result in a maximum of five columns in a release-limit

table. The 1985 BID [17] describes the procedure used to determine release

limits from the risk factors and the fundamental criterion. The maximum

number of fatalities allowed by the fundamental criterion (i000 fatal cancers

per i00,000 MTHM) were divided by the fatal cancers per curie for each

release mode and each radionuclide. The release limits in curies are shown

in Table 5a, and the release limits in TBq are shown in Table 5b. Note that

the reference repository size of i00,000 MTHM is used as the basis for the

limit values. Source weighting factors have not been applied to the well-

and river-release limits.
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Table 4a. Fatal Cancers per Curie Released to the Biosphere for Multiple
Release Modes

Cancers per curie

Nuclide River a Well b Ocean c Land a Atmosphere
llnl

C-14 NA NA NA NA 5.83E-02 a

Ni-59 4 61E-05 1 12E-04 6 79E-07 NA

Sr-90 2 25E-02 5 60E-02 2 45E-05 3 76E-05 NA

Zr-93 1 51E-04 3 77E-04 3 94E-05 2 26E-05 NA

Tc-99 3 65E-04 8 93E-04 1 59E-06 5 65E-08 NA

Sn-126 1 05E-OI 2 57E-01 1 07E-OI 1 38E-03 NA

1-129 8 07E-02 20IE-01 2 71E-04 3 96E-03 2.49E-01 d
Cs-135 7 73E-03 1 74E-02 6 39E-05 5 75E-04 NA

Cs-137 1 07E-02 1 33E-02 4 92E-04 2 19E-05 NA

Sm-151 9 38E-06 2 27E-05 6 71E-08 NA

Ph-210 1 18E-OI 2.61E-01 1 52E-04 NA

Ra-226 1 63E-01 3 87E-01 5 62E-03 NA

Ra-228 2 41E-02 5 62E-02 1 57E-05 NA

Ac-227 6 67E-02 1 61E-01 1.53E-01 1 24E-04 NA

Th-229 3 49E-02 8 51E-02 1.72E-01 1 90E-02 NA

Th-230 5 38E-01 1 33E+00 3.86E-01 NA

Th-232 3 40E-OI 8 47E-01 3 76E-01 NA

Pa-231 1 48E-01 3 66E-01 5.94E-02 2 36E-02 NA

U-233 2 15E-02 5 33E-02 9.25E-04 7 51E-04 NA

U-234 1 96E-02 4 86E-02 6 54E-04 NA

U-235 2 17E-02 5 38E-02 8.36E-04 8 42E-04 NA

U-236 1 85E-02 4 59E-02 6 18E-04 NA
U-238 2 06E-02 5 lIE-02 6 90E-04 NA

Np-237 7 95E-02 1 21E-01 1.44E-02 1 21E-04 NA
Pu-238 4 23E-02 1 05E-01 3 fOE-04 NA

Pu-239 4 97E-02 1 23E-01 5.73E-02 6 23E-03 NA

Pu-240 4 84E-02 1 20E-01 5.73E-02 5 22E-03 NA

Pu-241 2 17E-03 5 36E-03 2 50E-06 NA

Pu-242 4 79E-02 1 18E-OI 6 34E-03 NA

Am-241 5 42E-02 1 22E-01 2.03E-01 1 05E-03 NA

Am-243 5 72E-02 1 29E-01 1.99E-01 2.45E-03 NA

Cm-245 1 10E-OI 2 44E-01 2.99E-01 8.08E-03 NA

Cm-246 4 99E-02 1 20E-OI 3.54E-03 NA

Sources"

a Reference 17

b This report

c Preliminary incomp].ete analysis by TASC using MARINRAD

d Reference 33 using 0.04 cancers per Sv
iiii, ii iii iii i
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Table 4b. Fatal Cancers per TBq Released to the Biosphere for Multiple
Release Modes

Cancers per TBq

Nuclide River a Well b Ocean c Land a Atmosphere
i

C-14 NA NA NA NA 1.57E+00 a

Ni-59 1.24E-03 3 03E-03 1.83E-05 NA
Sr-90 6.08E-01 1 51E+O0 6.62E-04 1.02E-03 NA

Zr-93 4.08E-03 I 02E-02 1.06E-03 6.10E-04 NA

Tc-99 9 86E-03 2 41E-02 4.29E-05 1.53E-06 NA
Sn-126 2 84E+00 6 95E+00 2.89E+00 3.73E-02 NA

1-129 2 1BE+00 5 43E+00 7.32E-03 1.07E-OI 6.72E+00 d

Cs-135 2 09E-01 4 69E-01 1.73E-03 1.55E-02 NA

Cs-137 2 89E-01 3 60E-OI 1.33E-02 5.91E-04 NA

Sm-151 2 53E-04 6 14E-04 1.81E-06 NA

Pb-210 3 19E+00 7 03E+O0 4 IOE-03 NA

Ra-226 4 40E+00 I 05E+OI 1 52E-01 NA

Ra-228 6 51E-01 1 52E+00 4 24E-04 NA

Ac-227 1 80E+00 4 34E+00 4.13E+00 3 35E-03 NA

Th-229 9 42E-01 2 30E+O0 4.64E+00 5 13E-OI NA

Th-230 1 45E+01 3 60E+OI i 04E+OI NA

Th-232 9 18E+O0 2 29E+01 i 02E+OI NA

Pa-231 4 00E+00 9 87E+00 1.60E+00 6 37E-01 NA

U-233 5 81E-01 1 44E+00 2.50E-02 2 03E-02 NA

U-234 5 29E-01 1 31E+O0 1 77E-02 NA

U-235 5 86E-01 1 45E+00 2.26E-02 2 27E-02 NA

U-236 5 00E-01 1 24E+00 1 67E-02 NA

U-238 5 56E-01 1 38E+00 1 86E-02 NA

Np-237 2 15E+00 3 27E+00 3.89E-01 3 27E-03 NA

Pu-238 I 14E+00 2 82E+00 8 37E-03 NA

Pu-239 1 34E+00 3 32E+00 1.55E+00 1 68E-01 NA

Puo240 1 31E+00 3 23E+00 1.55E+00 1 41E-OI NA

Pu-241 5 86E-02 1 45E-01 0.OOE+00 6.75E-05 NA
Pu-242 1 29E+00 3 20E+O0 1.71E-OI NA

Am-241 1 46E+00 3 28E+00 5.48E+00 2.84E-02 NA

Am-243 1 54E+00 3 49E+00 5.37E+00 6.62E-02 NA

Cm-245 2 73E+00 6 58E+00 8.07E+00 2.18E-01 NA

Cm-246 1 35E+00 3 25E+00 9 56E-02 NA

Sources:

a Reference 17

b This report

c Preliminary incomplete analysis by TASC using MARINRAD

d Reference 33 using 0.04 cancers per Sv
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Table 5a. Cumulative Release Limits for i0,000 Years (curies per i00_000

MT}LM) for Multiple Release Modes

ii

Release Limit (curies per I00,000 MTHM)

Nuclide River a Well b Ocean c Land a Atmosphere
iiii

C-14 NA NA NA NA 2E+04 a

Ni-59 2E+07 9E+06 IE+09 NA

Sr-90 4E+04 2E+04 4E+07 3E+07 NA

Zr-93 7E+06 3E+06 3E+07 4E+07 NA

Tc-99 3E+06 IE+06 6E+08 2E+IO NA

Sn-126 IE+04 4E+03 9E+03 7E+05 NA

1-129 IE+04 5E+03 4E+06 3E+05 4E+03 d

Cs-135 IE+05 6E+04 2E+07 2E+06 NA

Cs-137 9E+04 8E+04 2E+06 5E+07 NA

Sm-151 IE+08 4E+07 lE+lO NA

Pb-210 8E+03 4E+03 7E+06 NA

Ra-226 6E+03 3E+03 2E+05 NA

Ra-228 4E+04 2E+04 6E+07 NA

Ac-227 IE+04 6E+03 7E+03 8E+06 NA

Th-229 3E+04 IE+04 6E+03 5E+04 NA

Th-230 2E+03 8E+02 3E+03 NA

Th-232 2E+03 IE+03 3E+03 NA

Pa-231 7E+03 3E+03 2E+04 4E+04 NA

U-233 5E+04 2E+04 IE+06 IE+06 NA

U-234 5E+04 2E+04 2E+06 NA

U-235 5E+04 2E+04 IE+06 IE+06 NA

U-236 5E+04 2E+04 2E+06 NA

U-238 5E+04 2E+04 IE+06 NA

Np-237 IE+04 8E+03 7E+04 8E+06 NA
Pu-238 2E+04 IE+04 3E+06 NA

Pu-239 2E+04 8E+03 2E+04 2E+05 NA

Pu_240 2E+04 8E+03 2E+04 2E+05 NA

Pu-241 5E+05 2E+05 4E+08 NA

Pu-242 2E+04 8E+03 2E+05 NA

Am-241 2E+04 8E+03 5E+03 IE+06 NA

Am-243 2E+04 8E+03 5E+03 4E+05 NA

Cm-245 IE+04 4E+03 3E+03 IE+05 NA

Cm-246 2E+04 8E+03 3E+05 NA

Sources •

a Reference 17

b This report

c Preliminary incomplete analysis by TASC using MARINRAD

d Reference 33 using 0.04 cancers per Sv
ml i
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Table 5b. Cumulative Release Limits for I0,000 Years (TBq per i00,000 MTHM)
for Multiple Release Modes

Release Limit (TBq per i00,000 MTHM)

Nuclide River a Well b Ocean c Land a Atmosphere

C-14 NA NA NA NA 6E+02 a

Ni-59 8E+05 a 3E+05 5E+07 NA

Sr-90 2E+03 7E+02 2E+06 IE+06 NA

Zr-93 2E+05 IE+05 9E+05 2E+06 NA

Tc-99 IE+05 4E+04 2E+07 7E+08 NA

Sn-126 4E+02 IE+02 3E+02 3E+04 NA

1-129 5E+02 2E+02 IE+05 9E+03 IE+02 d

Cs-135 5E+03 2E+03 6E+05 6E+04 NA

Cs-137 3E+03 3E+03 8E+04 2E+06 NA

Sm-151 4E+06 2E+06 6E+08 NA

Pb-2]O 3E+02 IE+02 2E+05 NA

Ra-226 2E+02 IE+02 7E+03 NA

Ra-228 2E+03 7E+02 2E+06 NA

Ac-227 6E+02 2E+02 2E+02 3E+05 NA

Th-229 IE+03 4E+02 2E+02 2E+03 NA

Th-230 7E+01 3E+OI IE+02 NA

Th-232 IE+02 4E+01 IE+02 NA

Pa-231 3E+02 IE+02 6E+02 2E+03 NA

U-233 2E+03 7E+02 4E+04 5E+04 NA

U-234 2E+03 8E+02 6E+04 NA

U-235 2E+03 7E+02 4E+04 4E+04 NA

U-236 2E+03 8E+02 6E+04 NA

U-238 2E+03 7E+02 5E+04 NA

Np-237 5E+02 3E+02 3E+03 3E+05 NA

Pu-238 9E+02 4E+02 IE+05 NA

Pu-239 7E+02 3E+02 6E+02 6E403 NA

Pu-240 8E+02 3E+02 6E+02 7E+03 NA

Pu-241 2E+04 7E+03 IE+07 NA

Pu-242 8E+02 3E+02 6E+03 NA

Am-241 7E+02 3E+02 2E+02 4E+04 NA

Am-243 6E+02 3E+02 2E+02 2E+04 NA

Cm-245 4E+02 2E+02 IE+02 5E+03 NA

Cm-246 7E+02 3E+02 IE+04 NA

Sources :

a Reference 17

b This report

c Preliminary incomplete analysis by TASC using MARINRAD

d Reference 33 using 0.04 cancers per Sv
ta
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4.2.2.9 SUMMED NORMALIZED RELEASES

The values in the five-column table for multimode release limits are

based on the total release coming from one radionuclide and one release mode.

When ali release modes and ali radionuclides are considered, the summed

normalized release limit for each scenario or event would include the release

fractions for each nuclide for each release mode:

QA,a/RLA,a + QA,b/RLA,b +. • •+ QL,a/RLL,a + QL,b/RLL,b +.. •+

QW,a/RLW,a + QW,b/RLw,D +. • •+ QR,a/RLR,a + QR,b/RLR,b +. . .+

QO,a/RLO,a + QO,b/RLo,b +. • •+ QO,n/RLO,n < i. (8)

Q is the computed 10,000-year release of a radionuclide for each release mode

at the release location, and RL is the release limit for that nuclide and

release mode. The subscripts A, L, W, R, and 0 refer to the atmospheric-,

land-, weil-, river-, and ocean-release modes, respectively, and the

subscripts a, b, . . ., n refer to the individual radionuclides listed in the

tables. This is analogous to the method presently used in 40 CFR 191. The

effects of multimode release tables on the release CCDF would be to change

the magnitude of the normalized release (R) for each scenario or event

relative to the present single-release method, as illustrated in Figure I0.

' I
L___

Probabilityof i CCDF
Consequence /

GreaterThan R
in 10,000years

"P" .?y///////!//Q_/ Event /. "Probabilityof I //'I/////////////1"" "iEvent i Occurring ....
o I I

o iRi
SummedNormalizedReleases .,,.._r_.._

Change in Ri Caused
by MultimodeReleaseLimit

TRIf-6342-5-1

Figure I0. Effects of multimode release limits on the release CCDF.
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The probabilities of the individual scenarios or events that make up the CCDF

would be unchanged.

4.2.3 Geologic Risk Attenuation

A study of parametric geologic AFs was conducted to show the

significance of the geologic component that is omitted in the present

standards (CV to location of release to the environment) and show the

sensitivity of AFs to the input parameters. The input parameters were:

groundwater velocity, retardation factor, dispersivity, distance from the

repository in the direction of groundwater flow, duration of regulation,

radionuclide half-life, time of release from the repository, and rate of

release. Figures ii and 12 are examples of the results.

Figure Ii shows the retardation sensitivity when groundwater velocities

are similar to those at the WIPP. Instantaneous release is assumed, which is

unrealistically conservative even for human intrusion breaching an underlying

brine pocket immediately after repository closure. The retardation factors

for ali the actinides in TRU waste are greater than I0 [36], so the longest

travel distance for any nuclide would be about 12 km, indicating that the

geologic component of the disposal system that is outside the CV is too

important to be omitted from PAs. Figure 12 shows the large effects of the '-

time and rate of release from the repository on the distance traveled by a

weakly retarded nuclide in i0,000 years. These important features of

repository design cannot be evaluated when the geologic formation outside the

CV is not included in the assessments. The conclusions of this study are:

ali components of the disposal systems should be included in risk assessments

unless it can be shown that their effects are negligible, and the attenuation

factors are strongly dependent on too many variables to be included in the

standards rather than being part of PA.

4.2.4 Performance Assessments

Figure 6 illustrates the function of PAs using multimode release limits.

Gaseous releases and some releases from human intrusion would be through the

upper surface of the CV, as shown in Figure i. For these pathways, the PA

segment of the risk assessment would be unchanged, but the releases would be

evaluated against atmospheric- and land-release limits instead of the present

single generic release limits. For nuclide transport through an aquifer, the

groundwater that is not withdrawn by wells would eventually reach rivers,
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Figure II. Attenuation-factor sensitivity (Velocity = 5 m/yr, Half-Life =

I0,000 yrs, Dispersivity = 200 m, Instantaneous release at the

time of repository closure).
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Figure 12. Attenuation-factor sensitivity (Velocity = 5 m/yr, Half-Life =

I0,000 yrs, Dispersivity = 200 m, Retardation Factor = 2).
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lakes, and oceans. Computations of releases to wells, rivers, and oceans

could require additional attenuation-factor analyses [2] by PA, and some site

characterization past the CV might be required. Site characterization and

analyses would only have to extend far enough to show compliance. The

remainder of the disposal system could be considered an additional, but

unquantified, margin of safety. If the release limits do not incorporate

average fractions of freshwater usage obtained from groundwater and surface

water, regional values would be defined and applied by PA. PA also would

have to adjust the river- and well-release limits to account for the location

of each repository relative to the recharge location and closest river or

ocean and apply other SAFs if they are required or allowed by the

regulations.

4.3 Dose Standards as the Primary Criterion and
as an Option with Release Limits

The first part of this section discusses the uses of dose standards as

an alternative to the present derived release limits. The second part

describes the procedures for allowing the applicant or the regulating agency

the option of using either dose or release limits, whichever is the most

appropriate for the repository being regulated.

4.3.1 Dose Criteria

The alternative that has been widely recommended, but would require the

greatest change in regulation philosophy, would eliminate the generic derived

release limits and replace them with dose limits. These limits can be placed

on individual or population doses. An individual-dose standard that limits

peak rates to the maximally exposed group at any time has been recommended by

the ICRP, the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA), and the International Atomic

Energy Agency (IAEA) [5,37,38] and is being used with some modifications by

other countries [9]. Population-dose limits could be on peak rates, or total

dose for the period of regulation. Since the fundamental criterion in 40 CFR

191 defines the maximum allowable cancer deaths per unit of waste during the

time of regulation, collective dose per MT}LM is the only type of dose limft

that would be compatible.

The argument that risk assessments using dose standards require more

predictive assumptions and computations, contain more uncertainties, and are

less accurate than those using derived standards is unfounded. If the use of

approximations and predictions is valid for deriving release limits, they are

also valid for dose analyses. The total risk assessment is the same in

either case, as illustrated in Figure 3.
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Dose standards are more versatile than derived standards because they

apply to ali repositories and ali pathways. Though derived standards such as

generic release limits may poorly represent the actual attenuating process of

some repositories, there is a reluctance to modify derived standards because

of the complex and time-consuming steps that are required. Another advantage

of dose standards is that they allow the risk assessment to be conducted

sequentially from the waste source to humans. This is the only way that ali

attenuation functions of ali components in the disposal system can be

included in the assessment. The derivation of release-limit standards does

not start at the source and therefore cannot include ali the retardation and

temporal dispersion effects of ali preceding components [2].

Dose standards regulate the entire disposal system, whereas lower-level

standards regulate components or groups of components. The requirement to

have efficient components is not sufficient; components have to work together

to produce an effective disposal system. If dose standards are used,

standard future states of human populations could be specified in the

regulations. This would assure more uniform assessment of ali repositories,

reduce the complexity of PAs, and maintain more control by the regulating

agency. There are many advantages to using dose standards [4,5,13,21], and

the change to a higher-level standard would not require additional

derivations by the EPA. However, it would require a change in regulatory

philosophy, would increase the amount of site characterization, and would

require additional PA analyses.

4.3.2 Release Limitswith a Dose-Standard Alternative

A recommendation was made during the first EPRI workshop on the

technical basis for EPA HLW and TRU-waste disposal criteria (September 24-26,

1991, in Arlington, Virginia) to allow the applicant or regulating agency the

option of selecting either cumulative population-dose standards or cumulative

normalized release limits to satisfy the containment requirements of 40 CFR

191.12. The advantage of this option is that the conservative but

approximate generic release limits could be used for many repositories,

resulting in less site characterization and less complex PAs. For other

repositories that are not adequately represented by generic release limits,

the more precise dose standards could be used.

There are precedents for alternate methods of evaluation in EPA

regulations. 40 CFR 191.17 permits the use of alternate provisions if the

existing provisions of Subpart B appear inappropriate [I]. The use of

alternative methods of regulation also appears in 40 CFR 264.94(b), which

allows the use of alternative concentrations for chemicals [39] and 40 CFR
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268.6, which allows the use of an alternative to the treatment of hazardous

waste [40].

Three changes to 40 CFR 191 would be required to make this modification

work effectively. First, it is essential to explain why the use of alternate

criteria is acceptable. Second, a clear statement is needed that defines the

optional dose-standard method, provides guidance on when it should be used,

and indicates how it would be implemented. Third, the standard should

include the fundamental safety criterion that is the basis for the dose

limits, the maximum allowed 10,000-year collective dose, a standard procedure

and factors for computing the effective doses, and could include a standard

biosphere, demography, and human characteristics that are compatible with the

rest of 40 CFR 191 and its supporting documentation. Suggestions for these

changes are given in the remainder of this section.

4.3.2.1 JUSTIFICATION FOR ALTERNATIVE DOSE STANDARDS

The hierarchy of criteria levels is explained in Section 2.2 of this

report. The top-level fundamental criterion is the only level that

explicitly defines the safety requirements of the repository. Some analyses

are required to develop each criteria level below the fundamental

requirement, and each analysis adds uncertainty to the criteria. Derived

standards are only used to facilitate regulation and therefore can always be

replaced by more precise, higher-level criteria without jeopardizing safety.

Here, the more expedient but ultra-conservative derived release limits can be

replaced by the higher-level, more exact dose limits. The release limits in

Table i of 40 CFR 191 were derived from dose limits, and this derivation

added considerable uncertainty because of the many predictive assumptions,

generalizations, and simplifications. The derivation of the present generic

single-mode release limits contains many conservative assumptions, and some

important attenuating processes are omitted. The release limits are intended

only to provide a simplified method of evaluation and are not a true measure

of risk. Complying with the release requirements is sufficient, but not

necessary, to demonstrate compliance with the fundamental criterion. Dose

limits provide a more accurate measure of actual risk but require more

extensive site characterizations and PAs. An unsafe repository could not

comply with either dose or release limits, so there would be no advantage in

using both standards.

A preliminary performance evaluation may be needed to select the most

appropriate standard for a particular repository. Repository evaluations

using release limits are less expensive and can be completed in less time

because they require less site characterization and less complex PA.

However, the conservative approximate release limits may not adequately
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represent the attenuating processes of some repositories, and the more

precise dose standards may be required. Using dose limits that represent the

fundamental criterion more accurately than the generic release limits does

not weaken the standards.

4.3.2.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE DOSE-LIMIT ALTERNATIVE

Since dose limits are a higher-level criterion, all the information used

to develop dose limits is also used in the development of release limits.

There are also many similarities in the implementation of dose and release

limits.

The dose limits would be based on the fundamental criterion of i000

premature cancer deaths during the 10,000-year regulation period for the

reference repositories (I00,000 MTHM for HLW and a suggested 20 MCi for TRU

waste, as explained in Chapter 7). The premature cancer deaths in the

fundamental criterion are converted to allowable effective doses using a

conversion factor supplied by the ICRP [6] to produce the dose limits. The

EPA could specify procedures for computing the effective doses for a

repository by one of the methods suggested in the next section, or the

procedure selection could be left to the implementing agency.

Consequences could be normalized for any event or scenario using dose

limits, similar to the way they are normalized using release limits. The

normalized dose consequence would be equal to the computed dose divided by

the dose limit. PAs with dose-limit standards could produce the same type of

normalized CCDF that is presently being produced using release limits.

Therefore, the consequence CCDF based on dose and release limits could be

regulated by the same containment requirements. The probabilities of events

or scenarios in the CCDF would be the same with either limit. Only the

values of individual normalized consequences (R for summed normalized release

and D for normalized dose) would be different, as illustrated in Figure 13.

The CCDF could be constructed using ali normalized releases, ali normalized

doses, or a combination of the two. The later option would be particularly

advantageous for repositories that are expensive to characterize and analyze,

and have only a few scenarios or events that cannot be represented properly

by generic release limits.

4.3.2.3 DOSE CRITERIA AND REFERENCE FUTURE STATES

The consequences of radiation exposure that were used to develop the

dose limits in Working Draft 4 of 40 CFR 191 [41] are the same as the latest

ICRP recommendations [6]. The nominal probability coefficient for stochastic
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Figure 13. CCDF made up of normalized doses and/or normalized releases.

effects used to set the effective dose limits is 0.04 premature cancer deaths

per Sv. When this coefficient is applied to the fundamental criterion of

I000 premature deaths in i0,000 years for the HLW reference repository

containing i00,000 MTHM, the effective dose limit is 25,000 person-sieverts

per i00,000 MTHM (0.25 person-sieverts/MTHM). For the TRU-waste reference

repository containing 20 MCi that is defined in Chapter 7 of this report, the

effective dose limit would be 25,000 person-sieverts per 20 MCi of

radioactive waste (0.00125 person-sieverts/Ci).

The standards could provide optional basic procedures for computing

collective effective doses. The procedures for computing the effective dose

in Appendix B of Working Draft 4 of 40 CFR 191 [41] are identical to those in

Annex A of ICRP 60 [6]. The effective dose (E) is the sum of weighted

absorbed doses from ali radiation types and energies, in ali tissues and

organs of the body. lt is given by the expression:

E = Z wR 7_wT • DT
R T ,R (9)
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where DT, R is the mean absorbed dose to organ T delivered by radiation R.

The radiation is that incident on the body or emitted by a source within the

body. Values for the radiation weighting factors (WR) are given in Table 6,

and values of the tissue weighting factors (WT) are given in Table 7. This

basic procedure is the most versatile, but it could permit some variability

in its use and would require detailed predictions of pathways and uptake of

radionuclides.

Table 6. Radiation Weighting Factors, wRl [References 6,41]

nli i i i

Radiation type and energy range 2 wR value

Photons, all energies I

Electrons and muons, all energies i

Neutrons, energy <i0 keV 5
I0 kev to I00 keV i0

>I00 keV to 2 MeV 20
>2 MeV to 20 MeV i0

>20 MeV 5

Protons, other than recoil protons, >2 MeV 5

Alpha particles, fission fragments, heavy nuclei 20

i Ali values relate to the radiation incident on the body or, for internal
sources, emitted from the source.

2 The choice of values for other radiation types and energies not in the

table is discussed in paragraph AI4 of ICRP Publication 60 [6].
mB|

The NEA used a modification of the ICRP procedures in the dose analyses

for the Subseabed Disposal Program [22]. The average effective dose per unit

intake of activity for the ingestion and inhalation pathways was computed for

each radionuclide. Similar dose-conversion factors were computed for

external exposure. Most of the radioactive doses per unit intake for ali the

major radionuclides were taken from ICRP Publication 30 [42]. The exceptions

are the doses per unit intake values for isotopes of plutonium and neptunium;

these were calculated using values of the gut transfer fraction appropriate

to the forms of these radionuclides found in environmental materials [43].

Tables 8a and 8b list the dose-conversion f_ctors for both systems of units.

These tables simplify the dose calculations and assure uniform application.
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Table 7. Tissue Weighting Factors, wTl [References 6,41]

Organ or tissue wT value

Gonads 0 20

Red bone marrow 0 12

Colon 0 12

Lung 0 12
Stomach 0 12

Bladder 0 05

Breast 0 05

Liver 0 05

Esophagus 0 05

Thyroid 0 05
Skin 00l

Bone surfaces 00l

Remainder 0 052, 3

i The values have been developed from a reference population of equal numbers

of both sexes and a wide range of ages. In the definition of effective

dose, they apply to individuals and populations and to both sexes.

2 For purposes of calculation, the remainder is comprised of the following
additional tissues and organs: adrenals, brain, upper large intestine,

small intestine, kidney, muscle, pancreas, spleen, thymus, and uterus. The

list includes organs which are likely to be selectively irradiated. Some

organs in the list are known to be susceptible to cancer induction. If
other tissues and organs subsequently become identified as having a

significant risk of induced cancer, they will be included either with a

specific wT or in this additional list constituting the remainder. The

latter may also include other tissues or organs selectively irradiated.

3 In those exceptional cases in which a single one of the remainder tissues

or organs receives an equivalent dose in excess of the highest dose in any
of the twelve organs for which a weighting factor is specified, a weighting

factor of 0.025 should be applied to that tissue or organ and a weighting

factor of 0.025 to the average dose in the rest of the remainder as defined
above.
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Table 8a. Dose Conversion Factors for Humans (Curies and Related Units)

[References 22,42,43]

i iii||.

Ingestion Inhalation Immersion Exposure to Soil

Nuclide (Rem/Ci) (Rem/Ci) (Rem/Hr.Ci.m 3) (Rem/Hr. Ci.m 3)

i! lllln

C-14 2 07E+03 2 07E+03 000E+O0 000E+O0

Ni-59 2 00E+02 1 33E+03 2 30E-03 000E+O0

Sr-90 1 44E+05 1 26E+06 5 40E-04 000E+O0

Zr-93 1 55E+03 3 18E+05 000E+O0 000E+O0

Tc-99 1 26E+03 7 40E+03 1 30E-04 000E+O0

Sn-126 1 89E+04 7 40E+04 1 80E-02 900E+O0

1-129 2 74E+05 1 74E+05 1 70E-02 4 50E-OI

Cs-135 7 03E+03 4 44E+04 6 60E-05 000E+O0

Cs-137 5 18E+04 3 22E+04 i OOE+O0 4 20E+O0

Sm-151 3 37E+02 2 81E+04 2 60E-04 4 80E-02
Pb-210 5 18E+06 1 30E+07 300E-03 1 30E-02

Ra-226 i 15E+06 7 77E+06 1 80E+O0 6 40E+O0

Ra-228 1 22E+06 4 44E+06 6 75E+00 2 60E+OI

Ac-227 1 41E+07 6 66E+09 1 69E+00 8 21E+O0

Tho229 3 70E+06 2 lIE+07 5 80E-OI 2 20E+O0

Th-230 5 55E+05 3 18E+08 1.80E+O0 6 50E+O0

Th-232 2 74E+06 1 63E+09 4.00E+O0 1 56E+01

Pa-231 I 07E+07 1 26E+09 5.00E-OI 2 20E+O0

U-233 2 66E+05 1 33E+08 5 90E-01 2 30E+O0

U-234 2 63E+05 1 33E+08 i 18E-03 7 32E-03

U-235 2 52E+05 1 22E+08 2 96E-01 1 31E+O0

U-236 2 48E+05 1 26E+08 2 97E-06 2 06E-04

U-238 2 33E+05 I 18E+08 7 36E-02 3 52E-01

Np-237 4 07E+06 4 81E+08 3 60E-OI 1 40E+O0
Pu-238 1 85E+06 4 44E+08 1 50E-04 1 30E-03

Puo239 2 22E+06 5 18E+08 1 20E-04 7 90E-04

Pu-240 2 22E+06 5 18E+08 1 40E-04 1 30E-03

Puo241 4 44E+04 I 04E+07 6 10E-05 4 60E-03

Pu-242 2 04E+06 4 81E+08 i IOE-04 I IOE-03

Am-241 2 22E+06 5 18E+08 3 90E-02 1 80E-OI

Am-243 2 18E+06 5 18E+08 3 IOE-OI 1 30E+O0

Cm-242 6 66E+04 1 74E+07 3 40Eo04 5 50E-03

Cm-244 i lIE+06 2 74E+08 2 60E-04 2 90Eo03
ii i Jl
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Table 8b. Dose Conversion Factors for Humans (TBq and Related Units)

[References 22,42,43]

Ingestion Inhalation Immersion Exposure to Soil

Nuclide (Sv/TBq) (Sv/TBq) (Sv/Hr.TBq.m 3) (Sv/Hr.TBq.m 3)

i

C-14 5 60E+02 5 60E+02 0 00E+00 0 00E+O0

Ni-59 5 40E+01 3 60E+02 6 21E°04 0 00E+O0

Sr-90 3 90E+04 3 40E+05 1 46E-04 000E+O0

Zr-93 4 20E+02 8 60E+04 000E+00 000E+00

Tc-99 3 40E+02 200E+03 3 51E-05 0 00E+00

Sn-126 5 IOE+03 2 00E+04 4 86E-03 2 43E+00

1-129 7 40E+04 4 70E+04 4 59E-03 1 22E-01

Cs-135 1 90E+03 1 20E+04 1 78E-05 0 00E+O0

Cs-137 1 40E+04 8 70E+03 2 70E-01 I 13E+O0

Sm-151 9 IOE+01 7 60E+03 7 02E-05 1 30E-02

Pb-210 1 40E+06 3 50E+06 8 10E°04 3 51E-03

Ra-226 3 IOE+05 2 IOE+06 4 86E-01 1 73E+00

Ra-228 3 30E+05 1 20E+06 1 82E+00 7°02E+00

Ac-227 3 80E+06 1 80E+09 4 56E-01 2 22E+00

Th-229 I 00E+06 5 70E+06 1 57E-01 5 94E-01

Th-230 1 50E+05 8 60E+07 4 86E-01 1 76E+00

Th-232 7 40E+05 4 40E+08 I 08E+00 4 21E+O0

Pa-231 2 90E+06 3 40E+08 1 35E-01 5 94E-01

U-233 7 20E+04 3 60E+07 1 59E-01 6 21E-01

U-234 7 IOE+04 3 60E+07 3 19E-04 1 98E-03

U-235 6 80E+04 3 30E+07 7 99E-02 3 54E-01

U-236 6 70E+04 3 40E+07 8 02E-07 5 56E-05

U-238 6 30E+04 3 20E+07 1 99E-02 9 50E-02

Np-237 i 10E+06 1 30E+08 9 72E-02 3 78E-01
Pu°238 5 00E+05 1 20E+08 4 05E-05 3 51E-04

Pu-239 6 00E+05 1 40E+08 3 24E-05 2 13E-04

Pu-240 6 00E+05 1 40E+08 3 78E-05 3 51E-04

Pu-241 1 20E+04 2 80E+06 1 65E-05 1 24E-03

Pu-242 5 50E+05 1 30E+08 2 97E-05 2 97E-04

Am-241 6 00E+05 1 40E+08 i 05E-02 4 86E-02

Am-243 5 90E+05 1 40E+08 8 37E-02 3 51E-OI

Cm-242 1 80E+04 4 70E+06 9 18E-05 1 49E-03

Cm-244 3 00E+05 7 40E+07 7 02E-05 7 83E-04
|ml ....
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An intermediate approach was taken by the U.S. Department of Energy

(DOE). The DOE has published dose-conversion factors for internal and

external exposure for each radionuclide and each exposed organ [44,45].

Reference 44 states that DOE/EH-0071 "is intended to be used as the primary

reference by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and its contractors for

calculating radiation dose equivalents for members of the p_lic, resulting

from ingestion or inhalation of radioactive materials." lt also states that

"the use of these committed dose equivalent tables should ensure that doses

to members of the public from internal exposures are calculated in a

consistent manner at ali DOE facilities." The series of ICRP publications

starting with Publication 26 [46] provides the technical base used in

calculating the dose-equlvalent factors listed in References 44 and 45.

When defining a reference biosphere, demography, and human

characteristics, care must be taken not to obscure important site

characteristics and to assure compatibility with the standards and their

derivations. Except for world population, present processes and parameter

values were assumed in the derivation and justification of the standards.

Therefore, it would be appropriate to assume that the reference future states

are essentially as they are today. Changes could be assessed with

sensitivity studies and stochastic analyses covering varying climatic,

geologic, and hydraulic conditions. The present demographic pattern could be

retained by multiplying local populations by the ratio of the I010 world

population used in the release-limit derivation to the present world

population. Human characteristics such as physiology, nutrition, water use,

technical and intellectual ability, medical resources, social structure, and

values could be defined as they are today. Although the five basic release

modes probably would still exist, they would not ali apply uniformly to ali

repository sites. Geologic and hydraulic risk attenuation are site specific,

and it would not be appropriate to include them as part of the standards.

The more that is included in the definition of future states in the

standards, the closer the dose-limit alternative comes to the multimode

release-limit approach.

4.3.2.4 PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

Dose-based risk assessments, for repositories that do not have their

attenuation processes adequately represented by either single-mode or

multimode release limits, could result in extensive site characterization and

analyses. If release limits are inappropriate for only a few events that are

responsible for the significant releases, it would be possible to analyze

only these events using dose criteria. The predicted doses for each event

could be normalized relative to the dose limits set by the EPA in the same

manner as predicted releases. The dose fraction could then replace the
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summed release fraction for that event in the CCDF. The probability would

remain the same, so the only effect would be to change the consequence level

for that event on the CCDF. Depending on the events, this could still be a

large site characterization and analysis program, but it would be preferable

to conducting dose-based assessments for ali events.

4.3.2.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The selective substitution of dose limits for events or scenarios that

cannot be represented adequately with generic derived release limits is a

viable option. Substitution of higher-level standards is always justified.

This option could require additional site characterization and more analyses

for PA. lt would be possible to do dose analyses on only selected scenarios

and normalize them to EPA-supplied dose limits. They would replace the

corresponding normalized releases in the CCDF. Ali the information needed

for dose limits is available, so no development program is necessary. This

option would require a thorough explanation and justification in the

standards.

The dose-standard alternative could be used with either the present

single generic release limits or the multimode release limits. The single

generic release limits would be inappropriate for most repositories even if

used with the dose-standard alternative, lt is also extremely conservative

for most repositories, possibly making it necessary to use dose standards

with added site characterization and analyses, when it would not be necessary

with more appropriate release limits. The approach using multimode release

limits would produce more accurate predictions of risk for ali repositories.

Since the conservatism would be uniform for ali repositories and the risk

attenuation of ali disposal-system components could be included in the PA,

fewer repositories would have to use the more expensive and time-consuming

dose option.
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5. COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES TO THE PRESENT RELEASE LIMITS

Four alternatives to the single generic table of release limits in 40

CFR 191 have been suggested. These are: replace the single generic table of

release limits with site-and-pathway-specific tables of release limits

applied at the CV surfaces; replace the single set of release limits applied

at the CV surfaces with a five-column table of release limits for each

release mode applied at the release locations (multimode); eliminate the

release limits and replace them with the higher-level, collective-dose

limits; and allow the use of collective-dose limits as an option to release

limits. These alternatives are discussed in detail in Chapter 4. The

following sections provide a comparison of the present release limits,

discussed in detail in Chapter 3, and the four alternatives.

5.1 Present Single Generic Release Limits

These standards have already been derived and would require no

additional development by the EPA. Applying a single set of limits at the CV

surfaces requires the fewest analyses by PA of any of the alternatives.

However, single generic derived standards applied close to the repository

force the fundamental safety requirement to change for each repository and

each pathway. Also, one of the most important components in the disposal

system, risk attenuation between the CV and the location of release to the

environment, is left out of the assessment, giving a distorted indication of

risk. In addition, these limits were based on the two release modes that are

the least probable for the WIPP and the YMP, so they would not be applied to

the circumstances for which they were derived. Finally, the degree of

conservatism is unknown and nonuniform.

5.2 Site-and-Pathway-Specific Release Limits

This alternative would eliminate the most serious drawbacks of the

present release limits. Ali applications would have uniform safety

requirements, ali components would be included in the risk assessment, and

the appropriate release modes would be used. The location of the limits

would not change, so no change in PA would be required. However, a large and

time-consuming development program would be needed by the EPA to define

specific pathways and release modes for each repository under consideration,

update the risk factors, compute the attenuation in the formations outside

the CV, and allocate releases for each mode. Unlike the present release

limits discussed in the previous section and the multimode release limits
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discussed in the next section, this alternative is not generic; the standards

would be site specific and would have to be expanded to accommodate new

repositories.

5.3 Multimode Generic Release Limits

This alternative also would eliminate the most serious drawbacks of the

present release limits but would use a different approach. Because the EPA

would compute all transport and biological effects from the release locations

to humans for all five release modes, the biosphere and health effects would

be uniform for all applications. These derivations would be conducted with

generic models and data, so the release limits would still contain some

inaccuracies. However, more appropriate release modes and release locations

would be used for all pathways for each repository because they could be

selected by the PA groups. PA would include all pre-release disposal-system

components in the assessments, from the repository to the release locations.

Multimode release limits would not be site specific and would apply to future

repositories. This approach is compatible with the present 40 CFR 191

format. A moderate effort would be required to update and extend the

derivations. The derivations for the land-, atmospheric-, and river-release

modes are complete but could be updated, the limits for the ocean-release

mode definitely should be recalculated, and the derivation for the well-

release mode would be a minor modification of the limits for the river-

release mode. The role of PA would be expanded to include release-mode

selection, possible corrections to account for repository locations, and

possible analyses of attenuation factors outside the CV. Site

characterization and analyses would only have to extend far enough to show

compliance.

Some aspects of assessments using the multimode release method would be

more restrictive than with the single generic release method and some would

be less restrictive, but all aspects would be more appropriate and more

accurate. Multimode release limits assess a disposal system as a unit rather

than using one set of allowable releases without regard to pathways, as the

single generic release limits do. Implementation of the two methods would be

similar. The main differences are in appropriateness, uniformity, and

accuracy.

5.4 Collective-Dose Limits as the Primary Criterion

This alternative would eliminate the derived release limits and use only

the more precise and versatile collective-dose limits that apply uniformly to

ali repositories and ali pathways. Dose limits allow risk assessments to be
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conducted sequentially from the waste source to humans, which is the only way

that ali the attenuation functions of ali components in the disposal system

can be included in the assessment. This alternative is similar to the

individual-dose-rate standards recommended by the ICRP, NEA, and IAEA, and

being used by other countries. Because the fundamental criterion in 40 CFR

191 defines the maximum allowable cancer deaths per unit waste during the

time of regulation, collective dose per MT}LM is the only type of dose limit

that would be compatible with the present regulation. Only a moderate effort

would be required by the EPA to implement this change, but it would require a

major change in regulatory philosophy. Even if the EPA specified standard

future states and an effects model, this alternative would require the most

analyses by PA and the most additional site characterization.

5.5 Collective-Dose Limits as an Option

Selective substitution of collective-dose limits for release limits is a

viable option and may be more appropriate for some repositories. The

hierarchy of criteria levels is explained in Section 2.2. The top-level

fundamental criterion is the only level that explicitly defines the safety

requirements of the repository. Some analyses are required to develop each

criteria level below the fundamental requirement, and each analysis adds

uncertainty to the criteria. Derived standards are only used to facilitate

regulation and therefore can always be replaced by more precise, higher-level

criteria without jeopardizing safety. In this case, the more expedient but

ultra-conservative derived release limits can be replaced by the

higher-level, more exact dose limits. The release limits are intended only

to provide a simplified method of evaluation and are not a true measure of

risk. Complying with the release requirements is sufficient, but not

necessary, to demonstrate compliance with the fundamental criterion. Dose

limits provide a more precise measure of actual risk but require more

extensive site characterizations and performance assessments. An unsafe

repository could not comply with either dose or release limits, so there is

no advantage in using both standards.

A preliminary performance evaluation may be needed to selcnt the most

appropriate standard for a particular repository. Repository evaluations

using release limits are less expensive and can be completed in less time

because they require less site characterization and less complex PA.

However, the conservative, approximate release limits may not adequately

represent the attenuating processes of some repositories, and the more

accurate dose standards may be required.
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The dose option could be used with either type of generic release

limits. Multimode release limits produce more accurate and uniform

predictions of risk than single generic release limits for ali repositories

and scenarios. Since multimode release limits would be appropriate more

often, fewer repositories would have to use the more expensive and time°

consuming dose option.

Table 9 summarizes the characteristics of the four alternatives

discussed in this chapter and in Chapter 4.
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6. PROBABILISTIC CONTAINMENT REQUIREMENTS
FOR RADIOACTIVE-WASTE DISPOSAL

The containment requirements in 40 CFR 191 define a procedure for

evaluating compliance of probabilistic events and processes using

deterministic release limits. This chapter covers three basic approaches to

containment requirements for probabilistic doses and radionuclide releases to

the accessible environment. These are: a modification of the risk approach

proposed by the ICRP and uhe NEA [4]; a stepped limit that controls the shape

and magnitude of the repository-release CCDF as defined in the 1985 version

of 40 CFR 191 [i]; and separate requirements for three probability categories

or "three buckets" as suggested in an attachment to a letter from R.F.

Browning, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), to R. Guimond, EPA,

"Comments on Working Draft No. 2 of EPA's High-Level Waste Standards," dated

August 27, 1990. The technical bases of each approach is reviewed,

implementation is discussed, and their relative attributes and deficiencies

are evaluated.

The following comments by the ICRP [5] and the NEA [37] apply to all

three basic approaches. Predictive assessments will inevitably be subject to

considerable uncertainty because of the uncertainties in human behavior and

in natural processes and events. There is also uncertainty about when some

events and processes will occur, or even whether they will occur at ali.

There may be a very wide range of predicted radiation doses to the populace,

with the highest doses associated with very unlikely events or processes. In

evaluating the acceptability of a waste-disposal system, it is therefore

necessary to consider not only the magnitude of exposures, but also the

probability that various levels of dose will be received and the

uncertainties in these probabilities.

The ICRP has defined a criteria curve that corresponds to an annual

individual risk of 10.5 (Figure 14). The only nonlinearity in this curve is

caused by the relationship between dose and health effects in the high-dose

region. The ICRP recommends using this curve to eliminate disposal concepts,

designs, and site locations that are unacceptable. If the dose from any

sin Ig_ event falls into the unacceptable region of the ICRP probability/dose

plot, the disposal system is unacceptable. This curve cannot be used to show

that a repository is acceptable. The NEA summarizes the uses of the ICRP

dose-limit curve, the dose CCDF, and their relation to risk as follows [37]:

The area enclosed by the curve of probabilities of exceeding levels of

dose (CCDF) corresponds to the overall risk. lt must be shown that the

sum of risks from ali exposure scenarios that could affect the same

individual is less than the maximum allowed risk value. The boundary

line of the ICRP dose limit curve represents only the limit of risk if
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Figure 14. Criterion curve corresponding to an annual individual risk
constraint of 10 .5 [Reference 5].

the risk arises from a single well-defined scenario and is not

therefore directly comparable with the CCDF curve, lt is not
sufficient to demonstrate that the whole curve of probabilities

exceeding levels of dose (CCDF) lies to the left and below the boundary
of the dose limit curve.

These comments by the ICRP and NEA concerning the definitions of risk

and single-event risk limits apply to annual-population and

collective-population criteria as well as to those for maximally exposed

individuals. They also apply to normalized release and dose limits as well

as to risk limits.

6.1 Modified Risk Limit

One of the more widely accepted approaches for handling probabilistic

events is that recommended by the ICRP [5] and the NEA [37,47]. They suggest

using a limit on individual risks as the primary criterion. The same

approach can be used for population risks or time-integrated radionuclide

releases [4]. When a probabilis ic distribution of doses exists that

reflects variability and uncertainty in modeling parameters and the variety

of probabilistic events and processes, the risk is defined as the integral of
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this distribution. Stated another way, risk is the consequence of an event

or parameter variation, times the probability that the event or variation

will occur, summed over ali events or variations. This is the area under the

consequence CCDF, as illustrated in Figure 15 where the risk of a single

event or variation is represented by the shaded region. The advantage of

using a risk limit is that the contribution of unlikely events which may or

may not occur in the future can be taken into account in a straightforward

and consistent manner. This is the measure of risk used by the EPA in the

Background Information Document for 40 CFR 191 [17] for sensitivity studies

and risk assessments of generic mined geologic repositories in support of the

value selected for the HLW fundamental criterion. However, this is not the

method used by the EPA for containment requirements in 40 CFR 191.

The modified risk-based limits suggested in this report apply to

probabilistic releases to the environment and build on the procedures in the

current version of 40 CFR 191. The generic single-mode [I] or multimode [29]

release tables for each radionuclide would be used with summation rules to

produce the summed normalized release (R) for each event and each parameter

sample. The first step in the PA would be to develop the scenarios and a

logic diagram with estimated probabilities, using the procedures defined in

Reference 48. Entire events or sequences of events with estimated

probabilities of occurrence below the credible level (usually 10-7 to 10-9

per year) would be excluded from the assessment. After conducting the

required nuclide-transport analyses, the next step in a PA would be to

generate separate CCDFs, that include ali analyzed events, for each parameter

sample. This procedure would be repeated for ali parameter samples. An

example of such a family of CCDFs generated by Latin hypercube sampling is

shown in Figure 16. This is similar to the methodology presented in

Reference 49. These distributions contain ali the probabilistic-release

information but are rather difficult to read and even more difficult to

interpret. These problems could be eliminated by integrating ali of the

CCDFs to produce the risks for each parameter sample. These risks would be

divided by the number of data sets to produce the probabilistic normalized

risks for the repository. A cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the

normalized releases could then be plotted to show the effect of variability

in the system (Figure 17). In this illustration the CDF extends beyond the

normalized release goal of one, showing a finite probability of exceeding the

goal. Regulations could allow some fraction of the predicted risks to exceed

the goal. The Science Advisory Board (SAB) recommended allowing no more than

a 50_ chance of exceeding the summed normalized release limit [13]. Risk

sensitivity to property and process variations, and uncertainties in process

definitions and data depend on the robustness of the disposal system [2].

The same procedures could be used with normalized dose or mixed normalized

release and dose CCDFs.
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PA procedures leading up to the normalized release CCDFs would be the

same as those required for the present version of 40 CFR 191. Since the

intermediate steps of PA are usually retained, it would not be a major task

to update previous assessments by integrating the CCDFs to produce risk

distributions.

In summary, the modified risk limits require the use of normalized

fractional releases to compute a risk CDF. The procedures are similar to

those currently being used to compute normalized releases. The risk

distribution is defined by integrating release CCDFs for each parameter

sample. Some fraction of this distribution could be allowed to exceed the

normalized risk goal of one. Characteristics of this approach are:

i. lt can be used with risk, dose, or release-limit criteria

provided dose and release criteria can be traced to the
fundamental-risk criteria.

2. lt treats ali credible events equally and computes the total

risk of the disposal system. However, when unlikely scenarios

could contribute significantly to the potential detriment

(catastrophic events), information should be presented

separately on probabilities, individual doses, and collective
doses for consideration in multi-attribute analyses [37].

3. The accuracy requirements for probability estimates depend on

the relative risk of the event rather than the probability of

the event.
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4. The risk distribution shows the effects of process and

parameter variability on predicted risks. Uncertainties can be
included in the risk distribution or can be shown as confidence

bands [4].

5. This approach requires the same PA as the present containment

requirements, plus the integration of the CCDFs. Therefore,

there would be no major change in PA and ali previous
assessments could be utilized.

6. lt is the only proposed approach that computes risk from the

repositories.

6.2 Probability/Consequence Limit on System CCDF

The current containment requirement in 40 CFR 191, Section 191.13, is

that the cumulative summed normalized releases (R), as defined by Note 6 and

Table I of Appendix A, cannot exceed i for probabilities greater than i0-i

over i0,000 years, and cannot exceed i0 for probabilities greater than 10 -3 .

Cumulative releases with probabilities less than 10.3 are not regulated

(implied). This unique requirement controls the shape of the release CCDF

instead of the area under the curve, which is the measure of system risk.

The similar ICRP limit (Figure 14) is used to evaluate disposal system

unacceptability based on _, well-defined events and is not intended to

evaluate the acceptability of multi-event disposal processes with variations

and uncertainties in processes and parameters. Furthermore, the ICRP limit

is linear whereas the present standards have arbitrary discontinuities. The

relationship of risk to the populace is not a stepped function of

consequences and probabilities.

Figure 18 shows the present CCDF limit and a line of constant risk.

Only points A, B, and C on the CCDF limit represent uniform risk. D is i0

times as restrictive as A, and E is i00 times as restrictive as B.

Cumulative releases with a probability of I0 -3 can be only I0 times higher

than those with a probability of i, but cumulative releases with a

probability slightly less than 10 .3 have no limit. These discontinuities

make it necessary to have accurate probability predictions of events and

parameters because small changes in estimated probabilities can have a

significant effect on the evaluation of compliance. Reference i states that

the three probability groups are based on groups of expected individual

events, not on the cumulative event probabilities used in the requirements

and not on safety requirements. Probabilities from i0 °I to 1 over i0,000

years are expected to represent normal operation and human intrusions, I0-3

to I0 -I are expected to represent the more likely natural events such as

faulting and breccia pipes, and probabilities less than 10 -3 represent
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Figure 18. Normalized containment requirements in 40 CFR 191 [Reference i].

unlikely natural events such as new volcanic activity. The traditional

method of grouping requirements simplified assessments when analyses were

conducted by h_nd, but the loss of accuracy is no longer warranted.

The assessme_ts necessary to show compliance with this requirement

consist of computi1_g a single CCDF of normalized releases for ali events and

variations. The repository is in compliance if there is reasonable

expectation that the CCDF is below and to the left of the limit. An

alternate method consists of computing separate CCDFs for each data set and

comparing the mean, median, or some upper standard deviation of the resulting

CCDFs to the limit.

No rationale has been given for using this approach: specifically, how

this requirement relates to the safety of repositories or to the fundamental

criterion, why risk is not evaluated, and what the significance is of the

CCDF limit's contour. Since none of these are apparent, a detailed

justification for its use is needed.
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6.3 Hybrid Containment Requirements

The three-category or "three-bucket" approach was suggested in an

attachment to a letter from R.F. Browning (NRC) to R. Guimond (EPA),

"Comments on Working Draft No. 2 of EPA's High-Level Waste Standards," dated

August 27, 1990, as an alternative to the present containment requirements.

The main purpose of this proposed change is to eliminate the need to develop

precise numerical probability estimates for very unlikely processes and

events. Another reason given for using this approach is that it provides a

way of separating human intrusion from anticipated or natural events and

evaluating them with deterministic requirements. The NRC and the EPA [16]

use different wording to describe this approach.

The proposed requirements for the three categories are defined as

follows and are illustrated in Figure 19:

i. Cumulative normalized releases (CCDF) to the accessible

environment, of only anticipated processes and events, shall

not have a probability of greater than i0-i of exceeding the
release limit defined by Note 6 and Table i of Appendix A of

Reference i. Anticipated is defined by the NRC as natural

events that are likely to occur during the period of
regulation.

2. The normalized release from any unanticipated credible single

process, event, or sequence of processes and events (any
process, event, or sequence of processes and events that have

probabilities of occurrence less than I0 "I and greater than
10 -4 as defined by the EPA), shall not exceed ten times the

release limit defined by Note 6 and Table i of Appendix A of

Reference i. Unanticipated is defined by the NRC as natural

events and human intrusion that are unlikely to occur during
the period of regulation.

3. Noncredible processes and events with probabilities of

occurrence in i0,000 years less than 10-4 are not regulated and
would not be included in PAs.

The requirements have been stated several ways, and there are at least

three interpretations of category membership and how this option would be

implemented. In addition, there are ambiguities in ali versions that need

clarification. The following is a brief description of the interpretations

and methods of implementation:

i. Category membership in this interpretation is based on the

event or process description and a qualitative probability
estimate of the event. Category i would consist of natural

events that are anticipated to occur during the period of
intended performance. Category 2 would consist of

unanticipated natural events and human actions. Ali

noncredible events would be in category 3. Human intrusions
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Figure 19. Three-category containment requirements.

that have a high probability of occurrence do not seem to be

covered by this definition. The implementation procedures for

either interpretation 2 or 3 could be used with this
definition.

2. Category membership would be based solely on probabilities, and

category 2 would control the membership. Any single event or

sequence of events with a probability of occurrence between

10 .4 and I0 -I would be in category'2, and individual releases
could not exceed ten times the release limits. Events with

probabilities less than 10 .4 would be in category 3 and would

not be regulated. The requirement for category i is

essentially the same as requirement (a)(1) in Section 191.13 of

Reference 47 except for the events that make up the CCDF. In

the present standards ali credible events are included in the

CCDF that is regulated by the containment requirement shown in

Figure 18. In this interpretation of the three-category limit,

no part of a CCDF consisting of events with probabilities

between I0 "I and i (those not in categories 2 and 3) could be

in the exclusion region shown in Figure 19. This would be an

incomplete CCDF with the upper value less than one and

conceivably less than the lower level of the exclusion region.
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3. Category membership in this interpretation would be based on

probabilities and consequences of the events, and categories I

and 3 would control the membership. Category I would require a
CCDF of ali events with normalized releases less than one to

have a maximum probability of at least 0.9. This also would be

an incomplete CCDF but the upper value would have to be at

least as high as the lower value of the exclusion region. This

interpretation is inconsistent with the wording in Reference

16. In category 2 the projected releases from individual
events with probabilities of occurrence between 10 .4 and I0 °I
cannot exceed ten times the release limits. Some events could

be regulated by both categories I and 2. Events with

probabilities less than 10 .4 would be in category 3 and would

not be regulated.

Some ambiguities and inconsistencies apply to ali three interpretations.

The probabilities used to define category membership and to generate the

category i CCDF could be the mean, median, or upper bound of the estimates.

The interpretation of "events and sequence of events" could determine their

category membership and have a significant effect on compliance. Whenever

probabilities of individual events or sequences of events are used, there is

the opportunity to subdivide them to decrease probabilities and make

compliance easier. Events also could be grouped together to increase

probabilities and possibly exclude a safe repository.

The present containment requirements were set to regulate an entire

disposal system containing ali radionuclides, including ali pathways, release

modes, events, and scenarios. These same cumulative release or dose

requirements cannot be used when the potentially dominant release mechanism

is removed from the CCDF and handled deterministically or qualitatively. No

new cumulative containment requirements for the CCDF have been proposed.

This approach has some problems that must be resolved before it could

replace the present containment requirements. The system CCDF in category i

would be incomplete, and the upper level would always be less than one.

Comparison of an incomplete CCDF to a risk limit that was defined for

complete CCDFs, made up of ali events, would be inappropriate. The upper

level of this incomplete system CCDF also would be different for each

repository, making the requirement inconsistent. One partial solution would

be to normalize the incomplete system CCDF so that it would be complete for

anticipated events. The requirement would still be inconsistent, and it

would not be traceable to the fundamental standard that applies to the entire

disposal system, not just to some events. If ali events were included in the

category I CCDF to make it complete, the need for precise probability

estimates would be the same as the present approach.
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The goal of eliminating the need for precise probability estimates for

unanticipated processes and events is only partially fulfilled. Probability

estimates of unanticipated events in the middle of the category 2 probability

range could be off by as much as 1.5 orders of magnitude without a[fecting

the assessment. The accuracy requirements of the probability estimates

increase as the actual probabilities of the events approach either of the

category 2 boundaries. If the estimates are not very precise in the i0 -I and

10 .4 probability ranges, the event could be placed in the wrong category,

resulting in an erroneous evaluation. As an example, an event just above the

lower probability limit would have to comply with the same requirements as an

event with a probability of i0 °I, but an event just below the lower limit

_o_id not even be regulated.

Another problem is the nonuniformity of category 2. This requirement is

analogous to the ICRP risk limit (Figure 14) in the function of eliminating

options that have a single event that exceeds the limit. As can be seen in

Figure 19, the proposed requirement is I000 times as restrictive for events

with probabilities of 10.4 as for events with probabilities of i0 "I. This

nonuniformity could be eliminated by using the line of constant risk in

Figure 19 as the category 2 limit. This would be the same as the ICRP

approach. The accuracy requirements for probability estimates would be

uniform for the entire category.

The three-category approach may not achieve its potential advantage of

separating human intrusion from other phenomena. There is no assurance that

human intrusion will be in category 2 if the category definition is based on

probabilities. For some repositories, the only credible releases in I0,000

years would be from human intrusion, or human intrusion would be the dominant

release mechanism with a probability greater than i0"I. Human intrusion

would definitely be in category I for these repositories.

Implementation of this approach is straightforward and would require few

procedure changes. Ali data acquisition, process modeling, nuclide-transport

analyses, scenario development, and release analyses would remain the same.

Only compliance evaluation, which is the final step of the analysis, would be

changed. The credible events would be divided into two categories, a CCDF of

the anticipated events would be generated and compared to the category I

limits, and the unanticipated events would be compared event-by-event to the

category 2 limit. The definition of noncredible individual events for

category 3 is in the range recommended by the ICRP and is the value currently

being used in PAs.

lt has been claimed that the three-category approach may simplify

licensing or permitting of repositories, but this may not be the case. The

concept and some definitions need clarification, and some modifications are
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needed to reduce inconsistencies and nonuniformities before it can be used.

The most difficult task will be to show how categories I and 2 fulfill the

total system risk requirements of the fundamental criterion.

6.4 Evaluati_. of Options

There are significant differences in the degree of definition and in the

rationale for using each of the three options, and these differences limit

comparisons. Table i0 contains some of their characteristics that can be

compared. In the present form of the options, the modified risk limit is the

most uniform, consistent, and justifiable, lt is the only option that is a

direct measure of risk and is traceable to the fundamental criterion. If

either of the other two options is selected, the requirements should be

stated more precisely, and a detailed explanation is needed of how it relates

to the safety of repositories and to the fundamental risk criterion.

Neither of the two alternatives to the present containment requirements

would require significant development or changes in PA procedures. Both

could utilize the results of previous assessments.

m
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Table i0. Characteristics of Containment Requirement Options

Option

Present Three-

Modified Limit on Category

Characteristic Risk Limit System CCDF Limit

Changes in

implementation and Minor None Minor
PA

Probability Relative to Uniform Nonuniform

accuracy risk of

requirements event

Separates natural Depends on

events from human No No category 2
intrusion definition

Traceable to

fundamental Yes No No
criterion

Measure of risk Yes No No

Applicable to dose-
and release-limit Yes Yes Yes
criteria

Uniform evaluation

of ali events and Yes No No

repositories

/£
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7. CRITERIA FOR TRANSURANIC-WASTE DISPOSAL

Since 40 CFR 191 was not developed as an integrated system, it contains

many provisions and constraints that prevent effective modifications and

additions, such as criteria for TRU-waste disposal. Although far from ideal,

the following are the only feasible options that have been suggested for

regulating TRU-waste disposal. The options are: two types of fundamental

criterion developed specifically for TRU waste [4,50], and a family of

procedures that use a TRU-waste reference unit with commercial HLW criteria

[1,4,50]. This chapter compares these options. Background information

pertinent to both options is covered in the following sections on the

functions of fundamental criteria, and a description of the HLW fundamental

criterion and release limits presently in 40 CFR 191. The section on

criteria specifically for TRU waste suggests a methodology for developing or

adapting fundamental and derived criteria that are consistent with ali other

aspects of the standards. The section on TRU-waste reference units covers

ali the parameter variations that have been suggested for this option. The

technical bases of each approach are reviewed, implementation is discussed,

and their relative attributes and deficiencies are evaluated.

TRU-waste repositories will contain some radioactive wastes that are not

officially classified as transuranic waste. Actinides and daughters of

short-lived transuranics can be a significant part of the risk potential.

Since ali radionuclides constitute a potential risk, the standards for TRU-

waste repositories should be based on and apply to ali radionuclides in the

inventories.

7.1 Fundamental Criteria

Fundamental criteria (Level I) are the only standards that explicitly

define the radiological safety requirements of the repositories. Level i

criteria control risks to the populace, have a significant effect on the cost

of repositories, and are the basis for other levels of radiological criteria.

To have any radiological-risk significance, ali other levels of criteria must

be traceable to an appropriate fundamental criterion [4]. The position of
the NEA is

The general risk limit should be considered as the lower

boundary of a region of unacceptable risks rather than as the

upper demarcation of a region of unchallenged acceptability.

Therefore, the level at which these objectives are set should be
based as far as possible on a scientific assessment of risk in

relation to well established radiation protection standards.

Where exposures could arise from various sources, there will be

a need to take this into account by an apportionment of the

general limit [37].
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Appropriate fundamental criteria are needed for ali repositories and for

each waste category. These criteria should be based on established

principles and set at the lower boundary of unacceptable risk. The

regulatory philosophy for any fundamental criteria that is added to 40 CFR

191 should be consistent with that of the HLW fundamental criterion, and it

should be compatible with existing release limits.

7.1.1 HLW Fundamental and Derived Criteria in 40 CFR 191

The present fundamental criterion for HLW and spent fuel (SF) allows no

more than I000 premature cancer deaths over the first I0,000 years from

disposal of the wastes from i00,000 metric tons of reactor fuel (average of

10 .6 HE/MTHM-yr). This is a risk/benefit criterion that allows the risk from

waste disposal to be proportional to the amount of power generated. Power is

equated to the amount of fuel used to generate the power (MTHM) for

convenience of analyses, lt is also based on collective world-population

risk over the 10,000-year period of regulation with no constraints on

population-risk rates. Derived standards for HLW must follow this format.

The HLW release limits were derived by computing risk factors (fatal cancers

per curie released) for each radionuclide for several release modes [19].

The fundamental criterion was divided by each of these risk factors to

produce a table containing release limits for each radionuclide [17], which

is compatible with the risk/benefit fundamental criterion for collective

population risk.

The allowable risk level for HLW disposal was based on predicted

capabilities of the HLW reference repository in several geologic media

instead of the lower bound of unacceptable risk. This accounts for the high

level of stringency compared with standards for other carcinogens. The

100,000-MTHM size of the reference repository was selected because it was the

estimated cumulative inventory by the year 2000 [51]. Reference i states

this is the quantity of existing U.S. HLW plus the future wastes from ali

carrently operating U.S. reactors. There has never been a clear and

consistent statement of the basis or rationale for the HLW fundamental

criterion, nor has it been shown that it assures an acceptable level of risk

to the populace. TRU waste was not considered in the development of this

fundamental standard, and therefore it does not apply to TRU-waste disposal.

7.1.2 Fundamental and Derived Standards for TRU-Waste Disposal

The present version of 40 CFR 191 contains no fundamental criteria for

TRU-waste disposal, and no safety requirements have been established that

apply to TRU waste. This may be the only major waste-disposal process

without a fundamental safety requirement. Military TRU waste is not

associated with commercial reactor fuel, does not have a unit comparable to a
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MTHM of fuel, and does not have a comparable risk/benefit relationship.

These TRU-waste characteristics preclude direct application of the HLW

fundamental criterion, but a fundamental criterion can be developed

specifically for TRU-waste disposal.

One approach would be to develop a fundamental criterion for TRU waste

based on acceptable risk to the populace and the expected quantity of TRU

waste. This is the general approach recommended by the ICRP and the NEA

[5,37]. Assuming collective population risks will continue to be used as the

basis for the fundamental criteria and derived release limits will be used to

show compliance in 40 CFR 191, neither the recommended ICRP standards nor the

EPA standards for chemical carcinogens could be used for TRU waste. The ICRP

fundamental standards are based on a ep__k individual risk rat______e,which is not

compatible with collective risks or release limits. The standards for

chemical carcinogens are based on individual risks as a function of the

number of people at risk. This method is also incompatible. Since there is

no quantifiable benefit associated with military TRU waste, the EPA would

have to develop a new absolute collective risk limit. This TRU-waste

fundamental criterion would be completely independent of the HLW fundamental

criterion and based solely on expected quantities of TRU waste and acceptable

levels of risk. One difficulty with an absolute TRU-waste criterion is the

uncertainty in predicting the total quantity of TRU waste that will be

generated, which is needed to allocate a risk for each repository. New

release limits would also have to be developed based on the absolute TRU-

waste fundamental criterion. Developing the new absolute collective-risk

limit, agreeing on the total future TRU-waste inventory, and developing new

release limits could be a very time-consuming process. There also would be

some inconsistencies in regulatory philosophy between the risk/benefit HLW

criteria and an absolute TRU-waste criterion, and these differences would

have to be justified, lt is probably not practical to develop this form of

fundamental criteria for TRU-waste disposal at this time.

Another approach would be to develop a TRU-waste fundamental criterion

that is related to the allowable risk fox HLW repositories. There is a

straightforward and simple method of developing a TRU-waste fundamental

criterion using rationale and analyses that are parallel to those used by the

EPA to develop the HLW standards [17,19]. No new release limits would be

needed, and it would be compatible with the HLW criteria and ali other

requirements in 40 CFR 191. Although this TRU-waste fundamental would not be

a true risk/benefit criterion, the allowable risk would be scaled relative to

repository size, making the TRU-waste allowable risk units comparable to

those of HLW. This would allow either single-mode or multimode HLW release

limits to be used for TRU waste with no changes or additions.
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One justification used by the EPA for the level of the HLW fundamental

risk criterion was that it assures adequate protection for the EPAes HLW

reference repository (I00,000 MTHM). The reference repository was used in

derivations [17] and in comparison studies of waste-disposal systems and

undisturbed ore bodies [1,52]. lt should then be acceptable to establish a

TRU-waste reference repository and equate the risk to that of the HLW

reference repository. With this risk level as the basis, the only task

remaining would be to define the size of the TRU-waste reference repository.

The EPA based the size of the HLW reference repository on the expected

inventory in the year 2000, including ali existing HLW and projected waste

from then-operating reactors. A consistent size for a TRU-waste reference

repository could be defined using the same guidelines. The Integrated Data

Base for 1991 [53] lists the total known remotely handled (RH) and contact-

handled (CH) TRU waste in the year 2000 as 9.8 MCi. This value is 14.3 MCi

in 2013, which is the last year listed. Following the rationale used to

select the size of the HLW reference repository, a conservative size for the

TRU-waste reference repository would be 20 MCi including RH and CH waste.

Given the conservatism built into the HLW criteria, this size would give the

TRU-waste reference repository a very conservative allowable risk. The

allowable risk for either the HLW or TRU-waste reference repository would

then be I000 premature cancer deaths over the first I0,000 years for an

average of I premature death every i0 years. The allowable risk for smaller

TRU-waste repositories, such as the WIPP, would be scaled down proportional

to their size relative to the reference repository.

The size of the proposed TRU-waste reference repository is based on

current inventory pre,dictions. If larger quantities of TRU waste are

generated because of changes in waste-management strategy such as

decommissioning and decontamination of DOE facilities, the size _f the TRU-

waste reference repository could be increased. However, there is __ parallel

provision in the HLW criterion that would increase the size of Ehe HLW

reference repository if new reactors are built or new sources of HL_' arise.

If this approach is adopted, no new release limits would have to be

derived. The risk factors used to derive the release limits were computed

for individual radionuclides and apply to any inven_ory or waste category.

Presently the HLW fundamental criterion and dose limi_ in _r';_i_g Draft 4 of

40 CFR 191 [41] are based on I00,000 MTHM, but the re!e_ _i_n_ts are based

on I000 MTHM. The standards would be more consistent and l._s scaling would

be required if the i00,000 MTHM for HLW (20 MCi for TRU w_ste) base is used

throughout the standards. Scaling the release limits to different size TRU-

waste repositories could be the same as the method defined in the present

version of 40 CFR 191. Release limits for both HLW and TRU-waste

repositories would be the values in a I00,000 MTHM (20 MCi) based release-
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limit table, multiplied by the ratio of repository size to the reference

repository size. For example, for a TRU-waste repository with an inventory

of 5 MCi and a TRU-waste reference repository of 20 MCi, the release limits

applicable to the repository would be 5/20, or one-fourth the values in the

release-limit table. The purpose of this scaling is to prevent compliance by

using the strategy of making repositories small instead of well designed.

The characteristics of this approach to TRU-waste disposal regulations

are:

i. lt is based on repository safety and applies equally to ali
release modes, ali repositories, ali inventories, and at ali
times.

2. lt uses the same format and regulatory philosophy as the HLW

standards, so additional justification is not needed.

3. lt is completely compatible with other aspects of the
standards.

4. No new derivations are required.

5. There is no need for a quasi-equivalent TRU-waste unit.

6. lt is as conservative and defensible as the HLW standard.

7. Repository risks can be computed because the release limits are
traceable to a fundamental criterion.

The parallelism of TRU-waste and HLW criteria with this approach is

shown in Table ii.

This is definitely not an endorsement of the present HLW fundamental

criterion. If the HLW fundamental criterion is improved, a combined HLW/TRU-

waste criterion should be considered, or the same new procedure should be

used to develop both the HLW and TRU-waste fundamental criteria.

7.2 TRU-Waste Reference Uidts

The present version of 40 CFR 191 contains no fundamental criterion or

safety requirements that apply to TRU waste. Instead, TRU-waste repositories

are evaluated using HLW/SF criteria and a TRU-waste unit (i MCi) that is

"equivalent" to i000 MTHM of commercial HLW.

A whole family of quasi-equivalent TRU-waste units has been suggested

for use with the regulations developed for HLW disposal. These include the
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Table ii. Features of HLW and TRU-Waste Criteria When Parallel Development of
the Fundamental Criterion Is Used

i imm i•

Waste Type

Feature HLW/SF TRU Was te

i mal -- l i i iii

Maximum deaths from the I000 i000

reference repository in

i0,000 years

Basis for reference Cumulative inventory Cumulative inventory

repository size by year 2000 [51], by year 2013 from [53]

waste from currently existing facilities,

operating reactors [i] rounded up to 20 MCi
i00,000 MTHM

Fundamental Deaths per I0,000 Deaths per i0,000

Criterion years/Reference years/Reference

repository size repository size

Release limit values 40 CFR 191, Table I 40 CFR 191, Table i

Scaling factor for Actual repository Actual repository
release limits size/Reference size/Reference

repository size repository size

• ii IlmR II nn,

one that is presently in 40 CFR 191. Combinations of four or five groups of

parameters could be used to compute the quasi-equivalent TRU-waste unit, with

varying degrees of realism. These parameter groups are"

I. Reference HLW inventorymReprocessed high-level waste, spent

fuel, or some average.

2. Included nuclides--Ali radionuclides in the inventories or only
actinides with half-lives greater than 20 years.

3. Time--Initial, averaged over the time of regulation, or end of

the regulatory period.

4. Metric--Risk potential, untreated dilution index, or activity.

If the risk-potential metric is selected, the release-mode

parameters--rivers, oceans, withdrawal wells, land, and atmosphere--also

would be included. There is also variability in the HLW/SF reference

inventories and the TRU-waste inventories that are equated. Sample analyses

of 20 of t_.e possible 126 combinations have shown that these TRU-waste
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reference units could vary by at least a factor of 1200 depending on the

parameters selected. This large spread makes the selection of parameters

difficult to justify. None of these parameter combinations produce a true

equivalent unit, and subjective judgment must be used in the selection of the

best combination. Any of the TRU-waste reference units can be equivalent to

only one HLW or SF inventory, at a single time, for one repository, and for

only one metric that is not proportional to actual risk. A clear statement

of the basis for equating waste units, including substantiated reasons for

the selection, would be required.

The parameters selected from each parameter group affect the value of

the waste reference unit. In the following discussion of two of the 126

combinations, the effects of each parameter will be discussed separately, but

the effects of ali parameters must ali be viewed together to see the net

result.

One of the above combinations was used to compute the TRU-waste

reference unit presently in the standards. Initial activities of the

actinides with half-lives greater than 20 years in a TRU-waste reference

inventory were equated to those in a 1000-MTHM HLW reference inventory. This

quasi-equivalent TRU-waste unit was computed to be 3 MCi, which was rounded

to I MCi in the standards.

Appendix A of 40 CFR 191 limits the summed normalized release fractions

of both transuranics and fission products. Risk and performance assessments

[54,55] have shown that releases and doses from undisturbed HLW repositories

during the first i0,000 years would be completely dominated by the more

mobile fission products (Tc-99, 1-129, Se-79, C-14, etc.), with almost no

contribution from transuranics. Since the radionuclides in the summed

normalized release from HLW repositories are almost entirely fission products

and those from TRU-waste repositories are almost entirely transuranics, this

aspect of the present regulations requires a higher degree of control and

higher retention fraction of transuranics in a HLW repository than in a TRU-

waste repository.

Another inconsistency arises from the selection of initial activities as

the parameter that was equated for the two types of waste. Most of the

release3 and risks come near the end of the regulation period, not the

beginning. Using the initial value of any parameter for equating risk

potentials would not typify actual releases to the environment. Also, the

risk from each radionuclide depends on the dose-equivalent weighting factor,

pathways to humans, and risk attenuation of the entire disposal system [2],

not just the activity of the nuclide.
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Reference 4 suggests a combination of parameters that partially

rectifies some of the problems with the present TRU-waste reference unit. An

approximation to the risk potential was chosen as the metric for equating the

entire inventory of a TRU-waste reference inventory to an average HLW/SF

reference inventory. The time-varying risk potential was approximated by

multiplying the activity of each radionuclide by the risk factors (cancers

per curie) for surface-water release given in Table 7.8-1 of Reference 17.

This accounts for nuclide-transport pathways from a generic river to human_

and resulting biological effects but does not include the risk attenuation

between the repository and the river, which is assumed to be the release

location. This risk potential is both unsuitable and incomplete for

computing an equivalent waste unit. Actual release modes of planned

repositories include atmospheric, land, and wells--not surface water [29].

lt is incomplete because risk attenuation between the repositories and

release locations is not included and is different for each repository, each

release scenario, and each radionuclide, so actual risk potentials would not

be comparable to the risk potential used in this analysis, and risk potential

ratios between repositories would be far from uniform. The inappropriateness

could be eliminated by using the five risk potentials from the multimode

release-limit derivation. However, this would result in five different

equivalent TRU-waste units, one that is appropriate for each release mode,

and they would still be derived with incomplete risk factors.

These approximate risk potentials for both the HLW and TRU-waste

inventories were then integrated over the time of regulation. Actual risks

could occur any time, but a time-averaged value is a better representation

than the initial value. The resulting average risk potentials were equated

to define a TRU-waste reference unit. This quasi-equivalent TRU-waste unit

was computed to be 8.1 MCi. The same analysis was later repeated by other

investigators using different pairs of HLW and TRU-waste inventories [56,57],

which made their results slightly different, as expected.

Although this time-averaged parameter combination appears to be more

logical and appropriate than the method used to derive the present TRU-waste

standards, it does not produce a TRU-waste unit with the same risk as the HLW

unit. The ability to equate risks could be worse than the present

"equivalent" TRU-waste unit for some repositories and scenarios. The problem

is not in the combination of parameters selected or the method of analysis.

The entire concept of trying to equate risks by matching repository-component

parameters, using specific inventories, at specific times is unsound. No

generic equivalencies between any waste categories apply uniformly to ali

repository designs and locations, to ali inventories, and at ali times. The

variability and inconsistency of this approach can be illustrated with the

following parametric example. Ali the cases used the previously described

risk potentials as the metric. Only two release modes (river and land) were
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analyzed. The inventory pairs were SF and reprocessed HLW, equated to a

single TRU-waste inventory. Ali radionuclides in the inventories were

included in the analyses. The TRU-waste and HLW risk potentials were equated

at times 0 and i0,000 years and averaged over the 10,000-year duration. The

results are shown in Table 12. The variability is demonstrated by the factor

of 485 separating the highest and lowest "equivalent" TRU-waste units. The

variability with time of evaluation can be a factor of 261, with waste form a

factor of 43, and with release mode a factor of 17. There are also

interactions between parameters. Variations with time range from 1.96 to 261

depending on the waste form and release mode selected. Similarly, variations

with waste form range from 1.05 to 43 and variations with release mode range

from 1.07 to 17.4.

Table 12. Examples of TRU-Waste Units (MCi) That Are "Equivalent" to I000
MTHM HLW Based on Risk-Potential Metrics

li ii i lull |

Reference Release Initial i0,000-Yr i0,000

HLW Mo de Time Ave rage Yr s
iiu inmm I II innn

Spent Fuel River 63. 12. 6.0

Spent Fuel Land ii. 6.9 5.6

Reprocessed HLW River 60. 4.0 0.23

Reprocessed HLW Land 5.3 0.23 0.13
ilUl! i i uuun n ....

Ali quasi-equivalent TRU-waste units would make the acceptable risk

proportional to the amount of waste placed in a repository, similar to the

HLW criteria. However, none of these TRU-waste reference units equate

repository risks, and there would be no rationale for using the HLW/SF

criterion. There would still be no fundamental safety criterion for TRU

was te.

7.3 Evaluationof the Options

The three basic options for regulation of TRU-waste disposal are so

different that there can only be a limited characteri,:,tic-hy-characteristic

comparison. These are compared in Table 13. The remaining characteristics

are summarized separately.
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TRU-waste fundamental criteria could be related to the allowable risk from

a HLW repository or could be completely independent of the HLW fundamental

criterion. Either method of developing separate fundamental standards for

TRU waste would base them on repository safety and acceptable risk. Both

methods would apply to ali release modes and ali repositories, would scale

with repository size, and would apply any time during the regulatory period.

This allows easy computations of repository risk from release analyses. The

method that equates the allowable risk from the TRU-waste reference

repository to the risk from the HLW reference repository would require no new

derivations of risk criteria or release limits and is more compatible w_ h

HLW criteria and other requirements in the standards, lt would be as

conservative and defensible as the HLW standards. The method that develops

an independent absolute-risk limit for TRU-waste disposal would require the

derivation of a new fundamental criterion and new derived release limits, lt

would be at least as defensible as the HLW standards.

A TRU-waste repository-risk limit is not used by the family of TRU-waste

reference units. Instead, several combinations of parameters are used to

equate MCi units of TRU waste to MTHM units of HLW. HLW criteria are then

used to evaluate TRU-waste repositories. Ali the quasi-equivalent TRU-waste

units scale with repository size and are compatible with HLW criteria and

other requirements in the standards. However, collective risk is not

evaluated or equated to HLW risk. Other parameters that do not scale

linearly to risk are equated at a single time during the regulation period or

the average is equated over a specified time interval. The reference units

can differ by factors of at least 525 depending on the combination of

parameters selected, lt would be difficult to justify the selection of any

parameter combination and to rationalize the use of any waste reference unit.

Protection provided by TRU-waste reference units is far from uniform, lt is

different for each repository, scenario, pathway, release mode, and

inventory. The present standards give no rationale for using this method of

regulating TRU-waste disposal or for equating the initial activity of only

some radionuclides. If this method of regulation is retained, a detailed

explanation of how it assures repository safety is needed. Development time

would be insignificant even if a different combination of parameters is

selected.

In addition to the technical arguments concerning uniformity,

appropriateness, and defensibility, it is also useful to put the risks

allowed by each regulatory option in perspective. References i0 and II

reviewed and analyzed U.S. regulations governing exposure to environmental

carcinogens, which were promulgated by several regulating agencies. Both

found a high degree of consistency in the agencies' implicit definition of de

minimis levels of lifetime individual risk as a function of the population

size at risk. Using the results of their studies, the total de m_n_mis risks
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Table 13. Characteristics of TRU-Waste Criteria Options

,i

Option

TRU-Waste

Absolute TRU-Waste Fundamental

Fundamental Criterion Parallel to TRU-Waste

Characteristic Criterion HLW Criterion Reference Unit

i iiii i

Based on Yes Similar to HLW No

acceptable risk

Derivation Yes Yes No

uniform for ali

repositories and

scenarios

Defensible Yes Partially No

Scales to Yes Yes Yes

repository size

New derivations Major None None or minor

required

Follows 40 CFR 191 No Yes Yes

format

Uses HLW release No Yes Yes

limits

from a carcinogen over a lO,000-year period were computed for three

population sizes significant to the WIPP. If the carcinogen placed the

entire U.S. population at risk, the de minimis number of premature cancer

deaths would be 26,000 for i0,000 years. If only the population of New

Mexico were at risk, the de minimis level would be 2570 premature deaths. If

only the residents of Eddy County, where the WIPP is located and where any

human intrusion and well-water withdrawal would take piace, were at risk, the

de minimis level would be 514 premature deaths.

The projected total inventory for the WIPP used in the 1991 WIPP PA,

including ali radionuclides of both CH and RH waste, was II.I MCi [36]. More
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recent inventories given in the draft report, "The Radionuclide Inventory for

the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant," DOE/WIPP 91-058, by H. M. Batchelder,

define the total WIPP inventory to be 7.7 MCi. lt is unlikely that any

future TRU-waste repository would be more than twice the size of the WIPP

because of geologic limitations. Table 14 lists the allowable premature

cancer deaths for HLW repositories and TRU-waste repositories using the most

recent inventories, with requirements based on a fundamental criterion and on

waste reference units, lt compares the WIPP requirements to the de minimis

risk level if all the risk were confined to Eddy County. The 8.I-MCi

equivalent TRU-waste unit would allow the WIPP to have only one percent of

the risk allowed for the YMP, and the risk level would be a factor of 50

lower than de minimis. The TRU-waste fundamental criterion also would be

conservative, but the level of protection would be more realistic.

Table 14 shows the allowable risks that are computed using methods

prescribed in the standards. Actual risks would be orders of magnitude lower

because of the present conservatism in the release limits used for human

intrusion, the absence of aquifer risk attenuation for the weil, river, and

ocean release modes, and the conservatism in the stepped containment

requirements. Also, actual releases from repositories would be far below the

limits for most scenarios.

In establishing the TRU-waste reference repository, the size could be

increased to 60-MCi to accommodate projected waste inventories produced by

decommissioning of DOE facilities. This would be equivalent to eight WIPP

repositories. The factor of three increase in the base for the TRU-waste

fundamental criterion would decrease the allowable risk for any given TRU-

waste repository by a factor of three. The HLW criteria do not have this

flexibility to account for changes in expected inventories, so the option to

change to a 60-MCi TRU-waste reference repository could create an

inconsistency in the standards.

Figure 20 shows another way to put the alternate TRU-waste criteria in

perspective. The bar graph compares the amount of TRU waste that would be

required to produce the same risk as the 100,O00-MTHM HLW reference

repository with each of the proposed TRU-waste criteria. These values are

compared to the amount of TRU waste that is predicted for the year 2000.

This is the same year that was used to define the inventory for the HLW

reference repository. Ali proposed TRU-waste criteria are higher (more

conservative) than the year 2000 inventory. However, the I-MCi equivalent

waste unit is a factor of 10.2 higher than the year-2000 TRU-waste inventory,

and the 8.I-MCi equivalent waste unit is a factor of 82.7 higher, making

these criteria inconsistent with projected TRU-waste inventories and risk

levels set for HLW. Also shown in Figure 20 is the inventory for eight
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Table 14. Relative Stringency of Several Radioactive-Waste Disposal Criteria
Alternatives

Fraction of

Allowable Allowable

Reference Premature Risk to

Source of for Deaths per Eddy County

Risk Standard Standard i0,000 Yrs de minimus

l

HLW HLW 3 1000 NA

reference fundamental

repository criterion
(i00,000 MTHM)

YMP HLW 3 700 NA

(70,000 MTHM) fundamental
criterion

TRU-waste TRU-waste This i000 NA

reference fundamental report

repository criterion
(20 MCi)

WIPP TRU-waste This 385 0.75

(7.7 MCi) fundamental report
criterion

WIPP I-MCi 3 77 0.15

(7.7 MCi) equivalent
waste unit

WIPP 8.I-MCi i 9.5 0.02

(7.7 MCi) equivalent
waste unit

repositories the size of the WIPP, which is one of the higher estimates of

TRU waste from decommissioning and decontamination of DOE facilities. Both

values for equivalent waste-unit criteria are even greater than this

inventory, while the 60-MCi-based TRU-waste fundamental criterion has the

same value.

The above discussions and the Table 13 summary show that a].l the TRU-

waste reference units are nonuniform, inappropriate, and indefensible, and

Table 14 and Figure 20 show that their risk limits are unrealistic. The TRU-

waste fundamental standard is more defensible, is consistent with the

development of the HLW fundamental criterion, and has levels of protection
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Figure 20. Comparison of TRU-waste criteria with the reference HLW risk and

two quantities of TRU waste.
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that are more realistic. However, as stated earlier, it is not possible to

develop a TRU-waste standard that is completely defensible and still be

compatible with the unique structure of 40 CFR 191. lt may be necessary to

make the final decision on TRU-waste criteria using expert judgment based on

acceptable risk used in other standards. If more significant changes in

regulatory philosophy are made that involve changes in the HLW fundamental

criterion, the new criterion could include TRU waste, or a TRU-waste

fundamental critecion could be developed in parallel.
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8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

The EPA standards for radioactive-waste disposal in the 1985 version of

40 CFR 191 are unique in several ways. In describing the overall approach of

the rule, the EPA acknowledged in the supplementary information for 40 CFR

191 that

Developing the standards for disposal of spent fuel and high-level
and transuranic wastes involved much more unusual circumstances

than those for waste management and storage. Because these

materials are dangerous for so long, very long time frames are of

interest. Standards must be implemented in the design phase for

these disposal systems because active surveillance cannot be relied

upon over such periods. At the same time, the standards must

accommodate large uncertainties, including uncertainties in our

current knowledge about disposal system behavior and the inherent

uncertainties regarding the distant future. Subpart B addresses

these issues by combining several different types of standards.

The primary objective of these standards is to isolate most of the

wastes from man's environment by limiting long-term releases and

the associated risks to populations. In addition, Subpart B limits

risks to individuals in ways compatible with this primary

objective. [I]

Over the past several years, the EPA has been working on revisions to 40
a

CFR 191, its standards for radiological-waste disposal, in response to a 1987

remand by the U.S. Court of Appeals. Only the individual protection and

groundwater protection requirements of Subpart B were cited specifically, but

review panels, advisory boards, and individual investigators have recommended

numerous modifications to the EPA radioactive-waste standards as a whole. To

date, the EPA has proposed four drafts of a new rule, and each has generated

a considerable amount of comment and a number of suggestions for

modifications and extensions. Most of the reviewers recommended substantial

changes in regulation philosophy, format, and stringency. In the four

versions of the draft proposed rule, the EPA has made minor changes to the

1985 regulation that have not involved the philosophy, methodology, or format

of the standards. The only major change is the proposed option of dose

limits in addition to release limits. The EPA has given no indication that

it plans to deviate from its overall approach to radioactive-waste disposal

as stated in the supplementary information for the 1985 version of 40 CFR

191.

Although extensive changes in 40 CFR 191 could produce better standards,

that approach may not be feasible given the regulatory philosophy selected by

the EPA and the late stage in the development of the standards. Therefore,

ali options discussed in this report are within the existing framework. The
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total-systems approach was used to evaluate options to assure that changes

would be compatible with the rest of the standards. Other self-imposed

constraints placed on the suggested modifications are that they would require

little time to develop, use existing technology and data, and have only minor

effects on the way sites are characterized and performance assessments are

conducted.

A critical area of concern in proposing extensions or modifications to

40 CFR 191 is technical justification. In the approximately seven years

since promulgation of 40 CFR 191, the scientific community and public-

interest groups have had ample opportunity to compare the development

procedures for the 1985 version of 40 CFR 191 and the resulting regulations

to the requirements for standards, traditional methods of regulating chemical

and radiological carcinogens, and recommendations made by the ICRP, NEA,

BRWM, SAB, NWTRB, and numerous individual investigators. Development

methodology, logic, assumptions, decisions, and models have been examined for

appropriateness, consistency, and completeness relative to the requirements

for long-term disposal of radioactive waste. Through such examinations,

weaknesses in features of 40 CFR 191 other than the individual protection and

groundwater protection requirements cited in the remand have been identified.

For these reasons, it is crucial at this stage of standards development that

the new rule be founded on acceptable methodology, models, and assumptions,

and that the logic and decisions used in developing the repromulgated

standards be easily traceable and rigorously defensible.

8.1 Summary

A previous report [4] identified four significant problems with the 1985

version of 40 CFR 191--the fundamental criteria for HLW and for TRU waste,

derived release limits, and risk limits for probabilistic releases.

Suggestions were also made for extensions of the existing standards that

would remove inconsistencies, make them more appropriate for specific

disposal sites and waste forms, and relate them more closely to risk, without

changing their form or the way they are developed.

In September 1991 and February 1992, the Electric Power Research

Institute (EPRI) held workshops in which participants evaluated the technical

bases for the EPA radioactive-waste disposal criteria. This report contains

material that was presented at those workshops and studies for the DOE's

technical support to the EPA for the repromulgation of 40 CFR 191. This

report has expanded the discussions in the previous report [4] and provides

an in-depth, technical justification for those options that would correct or

ameliorate three problem areas---derived release limits, risk limits for
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probabilistic releases, and fundamental criteria for TRU waste. Background

information on repository systems and standards to regulate the repositories
is also included.

8.1.1 Technical Bases for Regulations

Regulators need a thorough knowledge of the way a class of repositories

functions and is evaluated for reliability before they set standards for

long-term waste disposal. Information is needed on potential waste

composition, containers, repository layouts and design, geology,

geochemistry, hydrology, gas permeability, tectonics, natural resources,

demography, and geography.

The highest priority for any repository is meeting acceptable risk

limits for individuals, single generations, or collective populations. Many

characteristics of a repository that make it reliable also enhance confidence

in risk predictions. Repository resilience and stability of system

components make a system less sensitive to changes and performance

assessments less sensitive to the quality of input data. Stability of the

surrounding environment also increases confidence in risk prediction.

Risk potential for mined geologic repositories is attenuated by

retardation, dilution, and time and space dispersion of radionuclides along

the entire length of ali pathways from the source to humans. The magnitude

of the attenuation factor of each component in a waste-disposal system

depends on what is being attenuated (individual versus collective dose),

waste inventory, pathways, time span of interest, and performance of ali the

components of the disposal system that precede a radionuclide on the pathway

to humans. Each pathway will attenuate the risk potential by a different

amount. The risk potential of each radionuclide will be attenuated by a

different amount because of factors such as half-life, solubility,
diffusivity, retardation, and concentration.

Although system reliability is an important consideration in long-term

disposal of radioactive wastes, predicted capabilities should not be the

major influence in determining the level of regulation for radioactive-waste

repositories. In a hierarchy of criteria, the fundamental criterion is the

most basic and is the only level of criteria that explicitly specifies the

level of risk that is acceptable for a specific material or process.

Ranking below the fundamental criterion in the hierarchy, dose limits

correspond to the risk limits of the fundamental criterion. Derived criteria

are computed from dose criteria using nuclide-transport models and are

requirements placed on the performance of components or processes in the
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disposal system or on the flux or concentration of radionuclides at locations

along pathways from the waste site to humans. Prescriptive criteria are

requirements placed on a repository that are intended to reduce risk but are

not derived mathematically from the fundamental criterion. Examples of

prescriptive criteria are specifications for waste containment or retrieval.

Functional requirements define how a repository must function to meet the

higher-level criteria. Primary and secondary design requirements are

specifications for the design of a repository.

If criteria levels lower than dose limits are issued before

repositories, pathways, and processes are adequately defined, the criteria

may put unrealistic requirements on a system and have adverse effects on the

design and safety of a repository. Optimizing a disposal system and

evaluating actual system resilience and component stability is more difficult

when regulations contain lower-level criteria.

8.1.2 Release and Dose Limits

The release limits in 40 CFR 191 are derived standards. Derived

standards require modeling of specific pathways and processes, using specific

data. The single-mode release limits in 40 CFR 191 are generic derived

standards that are intended to be applied to ali repositories and ali

pathways. By their nature, generic derived standards are inherently

inaccurate and the more generic they are, the more inaccurate they are. As

indicated in Chapter 3, certain features of the release limits and their

derivation in 40 CFR 191 do not meet the requirements for derived standards

or are internally inconsistent:

• the release limits are applied at the repository boundary instead
of at the actual release locations,

• only one set of release limits, based on releases to surface

waters, is used for ali release modes,

• the risk-limit derivation was based on world-average parameters,

• some assumptions, predictions, and simplifications used in the
derivation of the release limits were conservative and some non-

conservative.
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Several options to the current release limits were discussed in Chapter

4. One alternative would eliminate the generic derived release limits and

replace them with dose limits. Dose standards are more versatile than

derived standards because they apply to ali repositories and ali pathways.

An individual-dose standard has been recommended by several international

organizations and is being used or is under consideration in other countries.

An individual-dose standard is not feasible for 40 CFR 191 in its current

format, however, because the fundamental criterion defines the maximum

allowable cancer deaths per unit of waste during the time of regulation;

collective dose per MTHM is the only type of dose limit that would be

compatible. A change to dose standards would not require additional

derivations by the EPA but would require the greatest change in the

regulatory philosophy stated in the supplementary information for 40 CFR 191.

In addition, using dose standards would increase the amount of site

characterization and would require additional PA analyses.

P_oviding dose limits as an option to using release limits would allow

the a_71icant or regulating agency to select the method most appropriate for

the repository being regulated. Consequences would be normalized for any

event or process using dose limits, similar to the way they are normalized

using release limits. Performance assessments would produce the same type of

normalized CCDF that is presently being produced using release limits. The

CCDF would be constructed using ali normalized releases, ali normalized

doses, or a combination of the two. Using a combination of normalized

releases and doses in the CCDF would be particularly advantageous for

repositories that are expensive to characterize and analyze and have only a

few events or processes that cannot be represented adequately by the

conservative generic release limits.

One alternate approach that uses releases limits but is site and pathway

specific is an extension of the present derivations. More complete and

appropriate release limits applied at the surfaces of the CV could be

obtained by determining possible pathways, attenuation factors, and release

modes and then computing release tables for each site. The disadvantages of

using this approach are that the requirements would be site specific, would

not pertain to future repositories, and would require additional site

characterization and considerable time and effort to develop.

Another approach that uses generic release limits would set the limits

at the locations of release to the biosphere for each release mode. A

multimode, five-column release table would cover ali possible release

modes--land, river, weil, ocean, and atmospheric--for generic repositories.

Performance assessments for specific repositories would select the

appropriate release mode for each pathway and include ali dis_ osal-system

components in the assessment. EPA generic analyses from the release points
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to humans, most of which have already been conducted in support of the

current release-limits table, would ensure uniform modeling of the biosphere

for ali applications. Multimode release limits would still be generic

derived standards and consequently would contain some generalizations that

may not apply to specific repositories, but the generalizations would be

limited to the processes between the release locations and humans. Multimode

standards would apply uniformly to ali repositories and ali pathways. Ali

major components in the disposal system would be included in risk

assessments. Besides eliminating inconsistencies and omissions, this

approach would not be site specific and would allow the fundamental standard

to remain nearly constant for ali repositories and ali pathways.

8.1.3 Probabilistic Containment Requirements

Evaluating the acceptability of a waste-disposal system requires

considering not only the magnitude of exposures but also the probability that

various levels of dose will be received and the uncertainties in their

values. The containment requirements in 40 CFR 191 define a procedure for

evaluating compliance of probabilistic events and processes using

deterministic release limits. The unique wording of the containment

requirements provides for a stepped function of consequences and

probabilities and controls the shape of the release CCDF instead of the area

under the curve, which is the measure of system risk. The arbitrary

discontinuities of the function necessitate having accurate probability

predictions of events and parameters because small changes in estimated

probabilities can have a significant effect on the evaluation of compliance.

Predictive assessments, however, are inevitably subject to considerable

uncertainty because of the uncertainties in human behavior and in natural

processes and events.

Some proposed alternatives to the current containment requirements

attempt to eliminate the need to develop precise numerical probability

estimates for very unlikely events and processes and to separate human

intrusion from anticipated or natural events so that they can be evaluated

with deterministic requirements. The various versions of a proposed "three-

bucket" approach provide for three categories based on probability of event

or process occurrence, on event or process description, or on both. Ali of

the proposed versions of the "three-bucket" approach have some ambiguities

and inconsistencies. The interpretation of "events and sequence of events"

could determine their category membership and have a significant effect on

compliance. Probabilities of individual events or sequences of events could

be subdivided to decrease probabilities and make compliance easier. Events

also could be grouped together to increase probabilities and possibly exclude

a safe repository. The wording of the "three-bucket" approach does not
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provide for a complete system CCDF, and the upper level of this incomplete

system CCDF could be different for each repository. The goal of eliminating

the need for precise probability estimates for unanticipated processes and

events is only partially fulfilled; probability estimates of unanticipated

events that fall in the mid-range of one category could be off by as much as

1.5 orders of magnitude without affecting the assessment, but the acct:racy

requirements of the probability estimates increase as the actual

probabilities of _he events approach that category's boundaries. The "three-

bucket" approach also may not achieve its potential advantage of separating

human intrusion from other phenomena; for a repository for which human

intrusion has a high probability of occurrence, a category definition based

on probabilities may not separate human intrusion from anticipated natural

events. The "three-b,_ket" approach may have the potential to simplify

licensing or permitt_ e of repositories, but in its current versions the

concept does not achieve these goals.

One of the more widely accepted approaches for handling probabilistic

events uses a limit on individual risks as the primary criterion. The same

approach can be used for population risks or time-integrated radionuclide

releases. Risk is the consequence of an event or parameter variation

multiplied by the probability that the event or variation will occur, summed

over ali events or variations. As thus defined, risk is the area under a

consequence CCDF. Modified risk-based limits apply to probabilistic releases

to the environment and build on the procedures in the current version of 40

CFR 191. This approach would generate a family of CCDFs for ali credible

events or sequences of events for each parameter sample. Ali of the CCDFs

would be integrated to produce the risks for each parameter sample. The

risks would be divided by the number of data sets to produce probabilistic

normalized risks for the repository. Normalized fractional releases would be

used to compute a risk cumulative distribution function. The advantage of

using a risk limit is that the contribution of unlikely events that may or

may not occur in the future can be accounted for in a straightforward and

consistent manner. Unlikely events or sequences of events that could

contribute significantly to the potential detriment could be considered by

presenting separately information on probabilities, individual doses, and

collective doses for consideration in multi-attribute analyses. Accuracy

requirements for probability estimates could depend on the relative risk of

the event rather than on the probability of the event. The modified risk-

limits approach is the only proposed approach that is a direct measure of

risk and is traceable to the fundamental criterion.
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8.1.4 Criteria for TRU-Waste Disposal

The current fundamental criterion for HLW and SF in 40 CFR 191 is a

risk/benefit criterion that allows no more than I000 premature cancer deaths

over the first I0,000 years from disposal of the wastes from I00,000 metric

tons of reactor fuel. This allowable risk was based on predicted

capabilities of the HLW reference repository in several geologic media. The

size of the HLW reference repository was based on the estimated cumulative

inventory by the year 2000. The current version of 40 CFR 191 does not

contain fundamental criteria for TRU-waste disposal, and safety requirements

have not been established that apply to TRU waste. TRU waste is not

comparable to HLW/SF, so direct application of the HLW fundamental criterion

is not possible. Inmtead, in the 1985 version of 40 CFR 191, TRU-waste

repositories are evaluated using a TRU-waste unit that is intended to be

"equivalent" to i000 MTHM of commercial HLW. The current "equivalent" TRU-

waste unit is a member of an entire family of quasi-equivalent TRU-waste

units that has been suggested for use with the regulations developed for HLW

disposal. Combinations of four or five groups of parameters could be used to

compute the quasi-equivalent TRU-waste unit, with varying degrees of realism.

However, none of these parameter combinations produce a true equivalent unit.

Any of the TRU-waste reference units can be equivalent to only one HLW or SF

inventory, at a single time, for one repository, and for only one parameter

that is not proportional to actual risk.

An alternative to using a quasi-equivalent TRU-waste unit is to develop

a fundamental criterion specifically for TRU-waste disposal. One approach

would be to develop a TRU-waste fundamental criterion based on acceptable

risk to the populace and the expected quantity of TRU waste. Assuming

collective-population risk will continue to be used as the basis for the

fundamental criteria and derived release limits will be used to show

compliance in 40 CFR 191, a new absolute collective-risk limit could be

developed. This TRU-waste fundamental criterion would be completely

independent of the HLW fundamental criterion and based solely on expected

quantities of TRU waste and acceptable levels of risk. This approach would

require determining the total future TRU-waste inventory so that a risk

allocation could be made for each repository and developing new release

limits based on the absolute TRU-waste fundamental criterion. Developing

this approach would be a time-consuming process, and inconsistencies in

regulatory philosophy between the risk/benefit HLW criteria and an absolute

TRU-waste criterion would have to be justified.

Another approach would be to develop a TRU-waste fundamental criterion

that is related to the allowable risk for HLW repositories. This approach

uses rationale and analyses that are parallel to those used by the EPA in

developing the HLW standards. The method would equate the allowable risk
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from a TRU-waste reference repository to the allowable risk from the HLW

reference repository. The size of the TRU-waste reference repository would

be defined by determining the projected inventory of RH- and CH-TRU waste and

establishing the TRU-waste reference repository based on this amount. This

method parallels the manner in which the HLW reference repository was

determined. The allowable risk for TRU-waste repositorie_ smaller than the

reference repository would be scaled down proportional to _,_ir size relative

to the reference repository. No new release limits would have to be derived

for this approach because the risk factors used to derive the current release

limits in 40 CFR 191 apply to any inventory or waste category. Because this

approach to developing a TRU-waste fundamental criterion uses the format

already established in 40 CFR 191 and parallels the _-_gulatory philosophy

used to derive the HLW standards, no additional justification by the EPA for

using the approach would be needed. However, it is not possible to develop a

TRU-waste disposal standard that is completely defensible and compatible with

the present form of the HLW standards.

8.2 Concluding Discussion

While working with the EPA, the DOE, participants in the two EPRI

workshops, members of the Board on Radioactive Waste Management of the

National Academy of Sciences (BRWM), and other concerned individuals, several

observations were made concerning standards for radioactive-waste disposal

and the development of these standards. These observations are discussed in

the remainder of this chapter.

8.2.1 Standards for Radioactive-Waste Disposal

A_though there has been considerable guidance on radiologic standards

fron_ _.e ICRP, NEA, and IAEA, 40 CFR 191 was the first attempt to formulate

standards for high-level and transuranic radioactive-waste disposal in the

United States. Prior to 40 CFR 191, there was little experience and no

proven methodologies or procedures to draw on. As a result, these first

standards contain some new and innovative methods, and they were not

developed as a cohesive unit. Much has been learned during the development

of the standards and more has been learned applying the new standards to the

two prospective repositories. This information can I_ow be used to modify and

improve the present version of the standards and eventually to develop a new

and better set of standards.

The present standards have many unique features not found in the

recommendations of the ICRP, NEA, and IAEA, standards for HLW disposal being

considered by other countries, and standards fo_ e,viro_,ental carc _......
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issued by U.S. regulatory agencies. These unique features include: the

segment of the populace that is protected, the level of protection, the

metric of evaluation, the use of generic derived criteria, the location where

the standard is applied, the time frame for evaluation, and the treatment of

probabilistic events and uncertainty. Some of the problems with the present

regulations can be traced to the unconventional approach used to develop

them. In the future, unconventional methods should be investigated more

thoroughly before they are used.

Modifications of the present standards or their eventual replacement

need better definitions and rationale for the selection of criteria and

evaluation procedures, stressing consistency and appropriateness. Repository

safety is the primary function of the standards. Achievability should only

be used to show the standards are economically feasible and that the

resulting costs would be commensurate with the reduction of risk. Acceptable

risk should be the basis of the fundamental criterion, and the method for

evaluating acceptability must be thoroughly documented.

Fundamental criteria are the only level of standards that explicitly

define the radiological safety requirements of repositories. However,

derived standards must reflect the characteristics of individual waste-

disposal systems. Appropriate derived standards cannot be set until they

have operational meaning and there is sufficient information on repository

waste forms, designs, and site characteristics. Generic derived standards

are inherently inaccurate, and it is recommended that their use be more

limited in the future. If they are used, care should be taken to assure they

apply to ali repositories being regulated, are traceable to the fundamental

criterion, and do not inhibit optimization of the disposal system. A better

procedure would be to have regulators set derived and lower-level criteria

for specific applications as needs arise.

For some parts of the standards, quantitative requirements may be

difficult to meet with a high degree of confidence. One alternative for

these cases would be to selectively substitute qualitative requirements.

There are several things to consider before this type of substitution is

made. A statement is needed to define what will be accomplished by the

qualitative requirement and how it will show that the repository is safe.

The qualitative requirement must be carefully defined, and the requirements

for acceptance and how it will be evaluated must be clearly stated. Even

then qualitative requirements are more open to interpretation than

quantitative requirements, which may slow the licensing process. General

qualitative requirements that do not consider ali potential disposal systems

could exclude sites and designs that would prove to be safe using

quantitative requirements, lt is also necessary to show how evaluating some

parts of the system qualitatively will affcct the rest of the evaluation,
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such as the effects on event trees. There is no reason to change the

requirements for insignificant nuclides, pathways, release modes, events, or

scenarios. If they constitute a significant contribution to total risk, they

cannot be removed from a quantitative evaluation without modifying the

allowable limit for that evaluation. The uncertainty of quantitative

requirements will have to be weighed against the problems of qualitative

requirements for each individual case.

Having optional evaluation procedures adds versatility to the standards

and can simplify site characterization and PA, saving time and money. On the

negative side, if the standards are not properly worded, the hierarchy and

relative conservatism of the options could be clouded. This could result in

evaluating ali options or in more challenges to the assessments.

8o?_ Standards Development

An overall plan for all levels of criteria that takes into account all

waste categories to be covered by the standards, ali potential sites, and ali

repository designs is needed before criteria development begins. The plan

would assure that ali components of the standards are compatible and work

together to provide adequate safety at _ reasonable cost. Independent

studies can produce a wide range of or ions, but they tend to produce

repetitious cursory analyses with inadequately substantiated suggestions for

regulations or modifications of existing regulations. Future studies would

be more productive if they are organized efforts that conduct in-depth

analyses and look at the entire set of standards as a single system.

Repository-program developers have more knowledge about how repositories

function than any other group. Their expertise concerning repository

operation and nuclide transport would be valuable to developers of waste-

disposal standards and should not be a conflict of interest if used as input

and not to develop policy. If the concept of total quality management is

applied to standards development, the staff that conducts the analyses and

develops the methodology would be involved in decisions concerning the final

form of the standards. Their contribution could be an important addition to

those of recognized experts and management.

The use of best-estimate data and assumptions is recommended in the

development of standards instead of conservative values and assumptions that

have unknown margins of safety that are different for each repository and

each scenario. Conservative omissions of disposal-system components and

attenuation processes also should be minimized. A single safety factor,

applied to the standards as a whole, based on sensitivity, stochastic, and

bracketing studies and on nat_ra! analogs, is more meaningful than a series
z
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of safety factors that is buried in the development. The systematic use of

sensitivity and stochastic analyses in conjunction with best estimates also

would provide a better measure of the uncertainty in the standards. The

credibility of the standards relates directly to how well the margin of

safety and the confidence limits are defined.

One of the most significant improvements that could be made in the

regulation development process would be to establish a more comprehensive

quality assurance (QA) program, lt could eliminate many of the problem

sources and would provide a clear, documented account of the development from

the planning stage, through analyses and interpretations, to the

applications. The standards could be made more defensible by using QA for

the standards development that is functionally comparable to that used in

performance assessments and repository design. An adequate QA program would

include the following elements:

• A documented development plan with a clear statement of

objectives.

• A documented, clear, traceable logic trail with reasons given for
ali d_i_io_s.

• Precise definitions of ali assumptions used in the studies and

limitations of the results of ali studies, and assurance that

this information is carried through the entire standards
development.

• Justification of ali assumptions, simplifications, and omissions.

• The use of verified models that represent pathways and
consequences as accurately as possible.

• Assurance that the analyses are appropriate to the applications.

• Controlled documentation of ali important information to assure

ali participants are using consistent and correct information on
configurations, assumptions, parameter values, and results.

• Systematic trade-off studies with reasons given for selections.

• Documentation that is in a concise, orderly format to facilitate
reviews.

• Peer reviews of each major stage of development.

• Consistent use of units to reduce the possibility of error. This

includes the size of the waste unit for ali analyses and

regulations.
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• Training of participants in QA principles and in the transport

and risk-attenuation processes of geologic repositories for
radioactive wastes.

The methods described in this section to develop better standards are

similar to those being used to improve disposal systems and performance

assessments. These procedures are warranted because the accuracy and

appropriateness of the fundamental criteria define the safety level of the

repository, and because derived standards become a significant part of the

risk assessment.
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